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By reason of th e fact t.bat this review is pub:ished in close re lation witb 
c L;AS TROSOPHlE »,its siste r reYiew (in tlie 1"re11ch language), it l1a::; tl1e 
unusu a l advantage of possess i11g- a sta l'f uf cu11trilrn1urs frum all E11ruµoa11 
countries, as well as the collahornt iu11 of th e lead i11g Euglish a11J Awer1t·1rn 
writers in the subjects belongin!\' to its s pecial clornaiu. 

ANNUAL SUB SCRIPTION-POST-FREE 
England and colonies 10/ G-L: 11ile1l . Stales ' uf Amerit·a.... . .... ......... 2./5 
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JN9TITVT ASTIUJLOGIQVE DE CARTHAGE 
TR.IPLE HOROSCOPES 

A l.Joroscope contains two principal elements : 1) a detailed setting forth 
of clrnra<:Ler, and 2) · an analysis of tl.Je influences produeing: the events which 
wi}l come into tLe life; Destiny is the result of the interaction of both. What 
Imp pens to tis is only partly pre-determined; the decisive factor lies in l<'ree
W ilJ - our character and our conduct. 

rliern is no true horoscopy without a solid diagnosis of character, and there 
ts no sucll thing as a true half-diagnosis. Cheap and incomplete horoscol?es, 
ur horoscopes done in series by formal methods are often apt to be n:usleadw11,. 
~very horoscope lllUSt be a detailed anJ individual piece of work1 else it lll · 

better Lo have none at all. 
SCIENTIFIC HOROSCOPES 

Condensed Natal Horoscope for a child, dealing mainly witli 
beaJ th and occupation, 1 charL, about 8 pages............... £ J .10.00 S 7 5lJ 

Condensed Natal Hornscope and Progressed Direction for 
the cul"l"ent year in advance, charncter and probable des-
tiny, 2 cLarts, about Hi pages ..... ........... . .... .. .... .... . . .. . £2.00.00 S 10 1J•1 

Complete Natal Horoscope, esoteric and praLical. detai led 
l'l'Ogressed iJirections for current year in advauc:e, .l!'ixcJ 
Star eh art, :J clJarts, over 24 pages .............................. £4.0C.OO S 20 0(1 

KABBALISTIC HOROSCOPES 
Contlensed Kabbalistic l::lysLem, natal, 1 cha.rt, 8 pages ...... £.l..10.00 S 7 50 
Complete Kabbalistic system, with Kabbalislic progre:;:;iun 

for eurrent year in advan ·e, 2 clrnrLs, about lli pages ... .£2.00.00 S 10 00 
SELENOLOGICAL HOROSCOPES 

1_'011densed Selenological sys Lem, natal, 1 charL, 8 pages. .... . £1.10.0t S 7 50 
Complete l::lelenological systen., with l'r.Jgression for current 

year iu ad vanee, 2 charts 16 pages ........................... £ 2.00.00 S 10 uu 
TRIPLE SYS1"EM HOROSCOPES 

Condensed -Scientific, Stellar, Kabbalistic and l::lelenological 
Natal Hornscopes, 4 Charts, from :JO to 40 pages...... . . . £ ti.00.00 S 30 fJQ 

Complete and detailed analysis of aH systems and all JJro-
gressions for the curnmL year in advance. 7 chart.;, about 
tiO pages ................. .. . .. .. ........ .. . ............... .. .... .. ... £8.00.00 S 40 OC 

Complete and detailed analysis as above, on heav.). paper, 
strongly bound in book form, with blank charts in each 
system for tt;n years to follow, and with frontispiece of 
native's personal Kabbalistic talisman on pal'el1n1e11L ... £ 10.00.00 S 60 00 

Progressed Directi:ms to yearly clients, for tbe current year 
iu advance, 1 chart, abont. 10 pages ........................... £2.00.00 1 10 00 

Uorary Charts and Interpretations (answers Lo speeial ques-
tions propounded, !·etter to <!ontaiu dale and hour wlie11 
decision was La ken to seek ad vice). .... .. .......... .... .... . . £ 2.00.00 S 1 O oo 

Birth-Hour Rectifications wiLli a horoscope ol'der. .... : ...... £:J.OO.OO S 15 00 
H.ectiliraLion required witlioul a horoscope onlel' ........... . £4.00.00 S 20 00 

REQUIREMENTS 

. In every case, Name, Pla~e, Date, and Hour (exacLly, if possible appru
x:1rnately, at all events) of Birth must accompany the Ol'der. lf a KabbaListi~ 
Horoscoµe is required, the Christian name (botl.J baptismal and as eommonh 
used) must be given, and, for married women, the maiden name also. · 
, _When the approxin:iate. birth-Lo_ur ea_nno~ be learned from parents, relatives, 

fnends, doctor or m1dw1fe1 Rectification is necessary, a dil"ficult ma t ter. lr 
such. case the ~rder must be a~companied w~th the ~xtl"a charge, a phoLograpl 
(full-face preferred) and a hst of events m the hfe of the native such a:s 
dates of <leath of parents, marriage, births of cbildren aceideut~ sudden 
illnesses, etc., that calculations may be made from events' to birtb-b~ur. 

Cheques may be drawn on any bank. 

FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph.D. 

Director : INSUTUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE 

CARTHAGE - TUNISIE - N. AFRICA 
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FOYLE 'S SPECIAL OFFERS I 
Psycho - Graphology 

A Study of RAPHAEL SCHERMANN. By BAGGER 
A little m.an with a gathering of crities around 
him, read «visions» fron1 handwriting. He was 
Raphael Schermann, the Vienna «wizard» of 
Graphology, the science of st:ript. Publd. at 3/6 
Oftered, new at '1 /4, post free on approval. 

The VI & VII Books of Moses, 
or Moses' Magical Spirit-art. Known as the wond .. ~rful 

a:rt of the old wise Hebrews, taken fron1 the 
Mosaic Books of the Cabala and the Talmud for 
the good of mankind. Translated from tha Ge1·
man, word for word, according to old writings. 
With numerous engravings. 

Offered at 4 I 4 post free 
Both Books sent on approval. - Quote offer 225 

FOYLBS FOR 
OCCULT BOOKS 

119-125 Charint Cross Rd. LONDON. W,C . .2 

REASON 
The Spiritualist Quarterly 

Published 30 years -
- Recognized in all lands 

EDITOR-FOUNDER 
B. F. Austin A. M., D. D. 

President, Alma College, Canada 

SAMPLE COPY FREE 
The Austin Publishing Co. publish the 

world-known Andrew Jackson 
Davis books 

also 
Self-Unfoldment - 6 Class Lessons 

and three Lectures, By Dr Austin 
The A. B. C. of Spiritualism 

by D:· Austin 
(over 14.000 copies sold) 

THE AUSTIN PUB. 00. 
4622 St. Oha.rles Place 
LOS ANGELES, CW. 

1-Modern Astrology-
(Founded in 1890 by Alan Leo) 

The leading Astrological magazine 
containing articles on many branches 
of the subjects : 

ESOTERIC & EXOTERIC 
INDIVIDUAL & POLITICAL 
HISTORICAL & STATISTICAL. 

l Annual Subscription 13/-post free. 
U. S. A. $3.50. Specimen Copy 6d. 

~ 

Articles of general interest may be 

submitted to the Editor. They are 

paid for on acceptance. -
40, Imperial Buildings Ludgate Circua 

LONDON.ENGLAND 
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S"l lTlf\7 FOil Dl~Gn EE 
of 

Docto:;: of Psychology (Ps, D.) 
Doctor of Metaphysics (Ms. D.) 

Doctor of Divinity (D. D.) 

Eitbe1· by correspondence• in the quiet of yonr 
own home, .or by resident class work in Indiana
polis, Write for further information, 

College of Divine Metaphysics Inc. 
Dr. William H. WOODFIN, President 

Dept. Sr. Denison Hotel BuiMing 
Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A. 



THE TEMPLE ar THE PEOPLE 
An anto11ornons and continuous pnrl of the TIIEO Ol·'l:liCA Ti 1\IOYl~uLENT 

organise l hy He lcnn Pel ro1·nrr Bia 1·n Lsky. 
Principles: J) 'l'o establish a 11ucLc11s fo1· tho unity of 11 11 li fe; 2) 1iniversa l 

brotherhood, 2) a cliligenl sLucly nf comparaLi ve relig ion . 
Organ 

THE TEMPLE ARTISAN 
Annually 2.00 dol. Single copies 20 eients. 

TEMPLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 
The Coming Avatar Metaphysics 

Chelaship Sound 
The Law of Duality Thought 
THE T:3MPLE OF THE PEOPLE, llnJr·ynn, C: tlifo1'1Jin , U.S.A . 

PR.OTEUS 
A ] ournal of the Science, 

Philosophy and Therapy of Nature 

Editor : W. B. CROW, D. Sc., Ph. D. 

Morphology (including Body Types), Osteopathy, Chiropractic, 
Naturopathy, Scientific Physiognomy and Phrenology. Dream Ana.: 
lysis. Psychic Phenomena, Astrology, Physiophilosophy (especially 
Zoosophy). 

I 0 shillings or $2.50 yearly from Publisher, 140 The Grove.Stratford. 
LONDON, E. 15 

FOR THOSE WHC REALLY DESIRE TO KNCW : 
THE CABBALAH 

ENEL 

Essai d'Astrologie Cabbalistique ....... · -Frs, 20.-($1.25 or 5/-) 
Rota, La Roue Celeste. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.-($1.25 or 5 / -) 
La Cabbale Pratique (in press) . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.-($1.75 or 7 /-) 

Order from the publisher : J. CABASSON 

2, Rue de l'Ordonnance, TOULON (France) 
or from 

L'INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE 
CARTHAGE, TUNISIE (N. AFRICA) 



fl: 9. ~. fPublirntions fiimittb 

1. Human Survival and Its Implications. 
By Helen A. Dallas. 

2. The Mental Phenomena of Spiritualism. 
By Rev. C. Drayton Thomas 

3, The Physical Phenomena of Spiritualism. 
By Stanley De Brath M.l.C.E. 

4. The Psychic F acuities and their Development. 
By Helen Mac Gregor and Margaret V. Underhill; With 
and Introduction b:y Robert Fielding-Ould, M.A., M.D., 
M.R.C.P. 

5. Demonstrated Survival; Its Influence on Science, 
Philosophy and Religion. 

By Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S. 

PRICE 1/ 2 EACH POST FREE 
5/ 6 Post Free for set of five. 

Also the fallowing can be obtained : 

«Listening In.» -0. C. B. Pixley. 1 / 1. 
«Beyond Life's Sunset.» -Rev. C. Draylon Thomas. I /2. 

«Biblical Criticism and Psychical Research concern• 
ing the Bible».- A . W. H. Trelhec.vy. 2/ 2. 

From BOOK SALES DEPARTMENT, 
L. S. A. PUBLICATIONS L T D. 

16, QUEENSBERRY PLACE, LONDON, 

s.w.7. 

LIGHT 
A J oumal of Spiritual, Psychical and M yslical, Hesearch 

Established 1881 
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS 

Post Free to any part of the world 
Per Year 22/ - in advance. Per Half-Year, 11 / - in advance 

SPECIMEN COPY FREE ON APPLICATION 

CIRCULATION MANAGER, «LIGHT», 
16, QU~ENSBERRY PLACE, LONDON, s.w.7. 



BROTHERHOOD OP ! 
the HOLY PENTAGRAM 

PLAT'l'SBURG, N. Y., U. S. A. 
Box 341 I 

We uf'Eer conrses in Astrolug.v, Oc_ i 
n11tism, .A.11cie11t 1\1.agic, Esoteric jl 
J\fason ry, "' piritualism, Hermef i<:s and ! 
Alch~my, Ps.1·d1olugy,, Nletaybysics, l 
Rea.hug- and otl1er alhecl snbJects. ! 

-
St Ud g. 

Grapno Analysis 
We search for rare ancl ouLoL l 

print br:nks, we have gazing crystals, ! 
i11cc~se ·~f many varieties, l:'rices upon Thi:< J'u,;lih1li1111, c·rc:ired (>1 1t of a 
npphcal1011. !! 1 1 .1 l r- , £ 

Send. for. our. Booklet General In_ ! 1 Olll<Hlc . maue upoi1 t.1e J.nunoer or 
formatrnn relative to onr courses 1 111i!-lrudH111. hn,; lieeu 1n <'X 1slcuee for 
whic~1 you ~I find most ::.ntcresting p n11ly iln1 yr;1rs.Yrt i11 tli;1l firne ii liiu: 
ttrnl 111. tnt('hve. il ro;ir·hed a hn111c-s(uch·11t bmly of l1ii;th 

· - ! gr;ocle professiu11;1I llJe11 and women -

NEW. YORK ASTROLOGER l dndo1·s, !'liiefs ul' Jd c11f ilic-n f, io11 l>t·-
Stars gt1jde ships across the ocean, l J>>1rt111e11f" uf g- 1· t• :il poli\·e cll'part
ie~ tbem guide yon on life's uncertain ! 111euls, lcnc·l1C'I';;, a 11f·lrnrs, ju111·11afo-;l~, 
sea. • sr·lw .. [ prinripals and L>t.l 1crs whu see 
Subscribe to Lite New_York Astro- ! · ;. 1 · f G · 
l t 1 . b' 1 

1

111. 1 1e :<1·1etlf'C " l'npl10-1\11:1]ysJ. n og-er, a qnar er y magazrne w ic J • . .• 
te}ls you what to do on every day.of l new •111d certam sys.f,e 111 o:f: n»11l111g L11c 
the year. '"l 1<1rn1·l el' nnd 1nohl'e .~ of 11u .. n :111d 
ELIZABETH ~LD~lCH,n~f~cl Asf.ro- il 1Yomo11 e1·et')1whcre, ::incl of rlE>ter-
log-er a~r! 'i\Tnter, is tlie J<,clil·or. ! mi11imr f·ii eir mil.nm] filncs;; for va -
0He Dollar a Year. l• · 
'flle Ne".9'-York Astrologer, 310 River- !~ ri.:11s prnf'es,;ions or \'Ucatio11s. 
sicle Dnve, New-York, N. Y. !! <:r:1pl10-AnaJ.vsis is nof .f!.TiiJ>liolog-y. 

THE · MOON'S SIGN BOOK 
l)ur n11·11 s l11<le11ls 11'110 l1il\'C' Rlnllied 
the la1ter nre tl 11• UJo:;L empl1ahc i11 
making- t l1i :; sblf e11 1cnf'. 'l'Licy SHY t l1 ey 

'l'ht• l'la.uet.u·y dull;.· ;;·ultlt• loo· :tll :ire lt';1n1i11g- fnd~ ;111tl reas1111s Jnr 
BY LIEWELIN GEORGE 

Point8 the Way to Succefis ! I hosp fad,; il S lhC!' lrnl'e 1rn1·er lc:ll'lled 
Farmers, gardeners, frnit growers, '! U1("lll l'rn111. i111y 0~1i, .. r suurl'e'. Om· 

poultry raisers will :find in it direc- ! st1 1d e1il 11· 1·1 I e:;, « 1 011 r ton rse 1s for 
tions for using planetary vibrations ! 1no1·c 1.!1;111 n t·•llll':'C' i11 l1a11tlll'l'iting
to increase and improve production. 1 

1 :111;1ly .,i~. 11 i~ a t·our::l' in liun1an Jl"'. '-Business people find it a decided aid ·' 
iu the · development of important "hology. » 
ventures. It is a Moon's Sign Book. Yl)u ;irn i111·ilecl t(J .:<t•nrl for the 11ew 
Gi1·es the Moon's phases, signs and J 
elates on wbich to . act for best re- 1 (i:.. page, lieaui if'u'lly ill11sfrafrrl book-
sults. These dates are calculated ! 1:1, exl'hii11i11g'. li!P "onr;:u of in,.;L1.·111·
from known planelal'y positions and 1! t.1011, :111d Jll"ll'Hi111g l'v1dc1H·c 11f :1u~t 
based · on established astrological ho\\' Uraplio-1\ 1rnlysis stanrls amOJJ"' 
facts. The 25th. annual edition for 
1930 is striking Send for a copy ! tlll•se wl10 hum in1·0,.;l ig·ntcd il. :E11-
today and begin at, once to 1 tlo"e fpn f'e1ils in t 11i11. :rn1l ll'rile \'lllll' 
Act in Ham1ony with Natural Law '! 11:1111e ;111i.1 Mldn·s~ pl:ii11l,v. . 

(130· pages catalog FREE) j AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
tewellyn Publishing company OF GRAPHO AN j - ALYSIS 

Astrological Bldg., 

1

.

1

, 
89U T.S. National Blvd., Palms, 
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. 

Reliance Building 
Kansas City, Mo., U. S. A. 



The TAale "Sepharial's 0

' Keys and Charts 
The above are offel'ed to clients with special facilities for 1931. 
The Annual Wheat Chart, showing major swings and minor fluctuatiom, 

c1etailed report ancl grapb . 
Th e Keys, whi ch al'e good for all time, including Oil, Sugar, Wheat, Stocks 

~·: d Shares, Cotton, Wool, Rubber, may be obtained from the authorized agent1 
wbo will also supply copies of certified testimonials and reports on .these and 
other ii.formation, including the Marvellous New Sports Key, cTidal Law in 
Speeulatior.», «Sepharial 's» la test and best sports key. 

Write for particulars to : 
Mr. FRANK STANLEY 

37 Victoria Road, Headingley 
(Leeds) England 

<! IJC Jntcrnntional lP11yclJiC ~n7ctk 

The most lnstructive of Spiritualist Monthlies 

Founder and Editor : Continental Editor : 
JOHN LEWIS PASO.AL FORTHUNY 

PRICE Gd. 
Annual Subscription 7 /- post free (8/- abroad) 

The INTERNATIONAL PSYCHIC GAZETTE; Ltd. 
69, High Holborn, London, W.C.1. 

A. · Sample Copy will be sent free to any address on applicati~n · 

t:V ERY I\STROLOGEB NJ~EllS THIS 

l';1m p hlcL on DJ\ U . lll ll'l' RA V ING T[l\Il~ , co11 lai11[ug beginning and euding; 
dales :iutl tilll es wl ll' U sullimer Lim ' wa el'fedi.ve, :ill 017er tl1e wodcl, from 
J!ll (j to rn:n. \N I ;\I l'OWl' ,\L\ '1.' AND NECESSARY FOR EVERY AS
'l'ROL OG l!; ti A S J\ N Ii; ! ll.'li: i\ll~ FU S . Limi teLl edition, 50 cents, silver' cheek or 
money or lcr. 

CURRAN PUBLISHING COMP ANY 
334 So Clark Street 

Cliicag·o, ILL. , U. S. A. 

A\§TROLOGY 
THE ASTROLOGERS' QUARTERLY 

ISSUED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE 
~ ASTROLOGICAL LODGE OF LONDON 

AND DEVOTED0 TO" THE STUDY OF 
ASTROLOGY ' . IN ALL ITS BRANCHES 

Editor: CHARLES E. 0. CARTER, B.A. 
JO, WooDBOROUGH Rd., LoNDON. S. W. 15 

PRICE ONE SHILLING; ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 4/6 POST FREE 



MAN'S HIGHEST PURPOSE 
or The Lost Word Regained 

by KAREL WEINFURTER, translated by CHARLES UNGER, 
and Professor CAPLETON 

¢ ••• We recommend tl1is book, for it contains matter tbat is undoubtedly 
constructive, helpful and interesting, and adds its quota of light on many 
subjects. » - Mercury. 
« ... I can thoroughly recommend this work ... it opens out nu accustomed ter
ritory for our exploring. » - Two Worlds. 
« ... deep and m:ofouncl ... abl.v- WTitten, and ably translated. » 

Science of Thought Review. 
c: ... A helpful introduction to the ancient wisdom. » - News & Notes. 
c ... 'l'he book should be in the student's library of occultism. » - Kalpaka. 

ASTROLOGY 
AN EFFORT AT SIMPLIFICATION 

·by WILLIAM WILSON 

« It provides the beginner with all the elementa.ry rules for calculation, and 
illustrntes tbe j11terprC>ta li1·e side of the ~eie nee JJ~· means 11f the anth<~r's 
own horoscope. » - Modern Astrology. 

« In this book ... J\fr. Wilson made « an effort at simplification » of the 
science of ::istrology, ancl he snC'reeclerl aclmiralJly. n sbonld enable any wonlcl
be student of this andcnt subject to make n prngTcssive beginning ». -
Aberdeen Press. 

« Deals with this an .. icnL scien1·e in int eresting fashion exrl:iiniug the 
influences of the nine planels, the Lweh·e signs of the zodiac, and the reading 
of horoscopes. » Daily Herald. 

The New- Nucterrieron 
The Twelve Hours of Apollonius of Tyana 

Script received by MARJORIE LIVINGSTON, with a Preface by the late 
Sir ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE 

11: Thi.S book is a complete answer lo those wbo pel'sist jn the illusion Lhat. 
nothing new 01· great ('Olllcs frorn the Beyond. Jt is a hook: to read, Lhink over, 
and read again. T wo11ld heartily rcr·ommencl it lo tl1 e attention of tbo:::e 
students whose interest g·oes be.1·onc1 t li e phenomena wl.iicli are the mere 
A B C of spiritualism ». - Light. 

« The moving power aml beaul.y of the Look betray a wealth of wi stlow. » 
- Two Worlds. 
« It is a book the mystic will greatly app1:eciate. » - Service. 
« We wonlJ. remiml reaLlers that if t ~1e.Y have not alrea~ly purchased a c·op~' 
they are losrng a 1·ery niluablc <'ontnbulw11 lo Ol'c111t l1rernturc. »-

Spiritualist. 
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,.::::::::s:::m Rf ENT AL PHILOSOPHY, however much . in \ o· · . vogue at the moment. should not be permitted to lead 
I ' us in lo a forgetfulness of classic philosoph!J, especially 

. that of the Creeks, and, for the same reason, modem 

I science should hesitate in too freely boasting of its 
, discoveries. It is uscf ul, from time to time,. to refresh 

·--==--:.!, the memory with the teachings of the Creel~ philoso· 
phers, whose works arc the basis of all our T wcnticth C enfury philo
soph'y and of all our modem science. 

The first Ionic school was that of the H ylozoists who declared 
(hat Life and M atl'er were inseparable. Thales of Miletus (640 B.C.), 
set for th this theory with detail, and hence it cannot exactly be claim· 
ed as a discovery of the 71wentieth C cntury. Anaximander of Mile
lus (61 I B.C.) declared that all- Maller was dual, of opposite fJolari
ties, and t'hat M atler and Life had their origin in pure motion. Nothing 
could be more modern in slalemenl. Anaximenes of Miletus (601 
B.C.) taught that an aerif orm or ethcric soul was the basis of the 
Cosmos, in the same way that the soul of a man was the fundamental 
of his physical body. Heraclitus of Ephesus. (circa 540 B.C.) went 
even further and ·set forth that spiritual fire was the origin of every:. 
thing, and-he explained how lhis fire descended through water to 
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earth, and from earfh, through air, back to fire, thus teaching the 
eternal cyclic movement of Na lure. 

Though the leader of a great independent movement which has 
never died out from that day fo this, fythagoras of Samas (579 
B. C.) was. of the Cosmological School. He had studied in Egypt 
and had visited India, and his grasp of knowledge was extraordinarJJ. 
He knew that some of the Fixed Stars were binary (a supposedly 
recent discovery of Astronomy), he taught thal the .Earth rotated 
on its axis, that tile Earth revolved around the Sun, and that the Sun 
itself was in slow motion around some invisible body - the Central 
Sun. He was a mathematician and geometrician of the first wafer, 
and much of the mathematics of the present day is but a development 
of the Greek geometers. He was also the Father of Symbolism to ihe 
Western World. Xenophanes of Colophon (569 B.C.) had already 
grasped . the principles of biological evolution, and explained the pre
sence of marine fossils on the lops of mountains by alternations of ele
vation and subsidence, as does a geological professor, today. Parme· 
nides. of Blea (510 B.C.) insisted that the interstellar space was not 
a vacuum, that Space was an unlimited sphere, and that apparently 
empty StJace was filled by an imponderable ether, possessing inherent 
existence. Moreover he taught that there could be no absolute chan-· 
ges, ever}/ change bringing about but another aspect of the True. Zeno 
of Elea (485 B.C.) had grasped the relation between macrocosm and 
microcosm and thought that the balance between the infinitelJJ 
grand and the infinitel)) small should alwa_ys be maintained. Melis
sus of Samas (479 B.C.) established the fad that the substance of all 

. things-was but an aspect of their essence, bpth being eternal bul in 
constant flu.x. Empedocles of Agrigenfum (500 B. C.) advanced the 
H eracliiean doctrine of the Cosmic cycle,. showing that love or altrac· 
tion and hate or disaggregation were the principal contributing causes. 
Anaxagoras of Clazomenae (c. 500 B. C.) argued further that 
Cosmic Love and Cosmic Hate indicated a Cosmic goal, but not 
personal and arbitrary as with the Homeric gods. 

Carrying forward the H eraclitean philosophJJ, the Greeks reached 
an understanding of the Atomic Theory, trumpeted on every side qs 

, a discovery of the Nineteenth Century. Leucippus of Abdera 
(480 B.C. ) first outlined the Atomic Theory, saying that all matter, 
even the most apparentl)) solid, was composed of infinitelJ] smalf 
particles differing onlJ) in their position and arrangement. This is more 
strictl:y molecular than Atomic. Democritus of Abdera (460 B.C.), 
with astonishing prevision, taught that atoms were the same in essenc~ 
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but different in magnitude - which is exactl'J) true if the differing 
number. of ions and anions in an. atom be taken as differing ~ magni
tude ». Democritus explained sensation, and even idea, b;y atomic 
movement. 

The second great fJeriod of Greek Phi:losoph}) was marked b:y the 
emphasis 011 psychology rather lhan cosmology. Protagoras of A bdera 
(490 B. C.) taught the Theory of Relat1:vity more than 2.000 years. 
before Einstein, slating that Man could only l~now what was true to 
him, not what was true in itself, and denying absolute Motion. So
crates of A thens ( 4 71 B. C.) went further than the Sophists, in 
teaching that Man should analyse his conscience and his acts in order 
lo find moralilll and virtue, in which case he would be guided b;y 
Divine Wisdom, from God, the gods.,. or wisdom !n itself. Antisthenes 
of Athens (452 B. C.) followed Socrates in the quest for virtue, an,d 
found it · in the /:>rincit:>le of self-control. Aristippus of Cyrene (432 
B. C.) sought to diminish the aridity of this leaching by declaring that 
ihe goal of life is pleasure, but his Hedonism called for an ever· 
increasing subtlety in the appreciation of intelle~tual pleasure. 

Plato of Aegina (427 B. C.), under the influence of Socrates and 
Euclid of M egara (not tl1e geometrician) developed his philosophy 
on the Theory of Ideas, holding thal the Idea is the true archetype 
of all ihal exists. Whal seems lo be materia1l is but the materialisation 
of an Idea, and the three prime ideas are the C ood, the True and the 
Beautiful. . 

Aristolle of Stagira (384 B. C.) ins.isled rather upori lhe study of 
the real and the material, teaching that the ' Id ea could not exist 
ivithout the power to take form and the necessity of tal-cing it, and 
that the material would reveal the ideal, thus being in a measure 
ofJposed lo Plato and becoming the F alher of Experimental Science. 
But he was nowise so materialistic as his disciples. Zeno the Stoic 
(350 B. B.) combined the Platonic and Aristotelian concepts, teach
ing that it was not the material which tVas real, but the real which 
was material. Epicurus of Samos (341 B. C.) reverted to the teach
ings of Heraclitus, but declared . that the criteria of all judgments 
could not be other £/wn human perceptions. 

Thus, without touching at all on the Alex~ndri~n School, or 011 

Neo-Platonism, tVhich had an Oriental background, we find that in 
Cosmology the Gree/rs were far advanced, that the Atomic Theory 
and Relativity were familiar to them, that they understood co.smtc 
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cycles, and bot1h spiritual and biological evolution, and that their 
psychology and ethics would not suffer in comparison ivitih the 
teaching of foday. T·his s.uperb structure of human thought is a part 
of our Western heritage, and should never be forgotten . . 

• * 
T UJI:> ver,Y important studies on Haunted Houses considered from 

the scientific viewpoint have appeared recentlJJ : in La Revue Spirite 
from the pen of the eminent Ernesto Bozzano, and in Zeitschrift fur 
metapsychische F orschung, b31 Dr. Emil M attiesen, also an auth<>rit~ 

\ 

of high note. It is noteworthy that both these scientists, after an in· 
tensive and detailed stud:y of the subject, have found themselves 
compelled to set. aside nearl:y all the factors of telepathy, and even of 
the « cr:yptothesia of location » - which, of late, has been generall:y 
accepted as a prime cause in htmntings - and have come out openl:y 
in the declarations that « it is always a Spirit of a living person. or 
of discarnate being ». Sig. Bozzano, in his stud:y, points out that a 
leading element in all these phenomena is the intensit:y of the vibrations 
in the spirit-body. 

• 
* * The Societ31 of Bio-physical studies at Milan reports a case which 

it has had under investigation for some time, that of a J)oung peasant 
girl of Lombardy, able to recall at least three previous lives. In her 
most recent life she was a girl suffering with tuberculosis, but of good 
famil.,Y, and she describes this life in a pure Italian unknown to her 
save while in trance, for the girl speaks onl:y a mountain patois in her 
waking moments. In the life preceding, she was a servant in the house 
of a ph:ysician in the Middle Ages, and her precise knowledge of an
cient c~stoms has been of value fo historians. In the lite preceding that, 
she describes herself as a dancer, and - most curiousl}} - though a 
heav:y-f ooted and clums:y girl in natural life, she can dance with light
ness and grace when partly aroused from trance,, but kept in the sug
gestion of this former life. The girl, herself, is .more frightened than 
pleased b}J these experiences, and, released from her experiments in 
Milan, has gone bacl~ to her mountain village lo marry a young she
pherd. 

$ulfilltb tprehiction5 
The lunation of October proved ·fruitful in the fulfilment of pre

dictions. On page 45 we stated England - The characteristic feature 
of the month will be the expose of the utter failure of the Labour 
Government, and efforts on its own part to support itself at the cost 
9f the 'workers will cause a party split and perh11ps its fall. This i.s 
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!inns 
SIBYL BRISTffWE (1) 

(According to the Babylonians, the Stars were the Heavenly Flock; the Sun 
the Old. Sheep; Sibzianna (probably the Northern S tar) the Star of the Shep~ 
herd!, the Shepherds :being the Seven Planets. The conjunction of Saturn and 
Jupiter in the zodiacal sign Pisces is supposed to have formed the Star which 
led the Magi to the manger where lay the infant Christ.) 

The Old Sheep sa.nk to i·est and dreamed on pillows grey and gold, 
And the Seven Planets ruled the skies a.nd watched the heavenly fold 
Of lambs that roamed the spa.cious fields, far flung yet ilesola.te 
With Sibzia.nna as their guide, t,he Ram to kieep the gate. 

Ha.ppily played the myriad la.m bs in that celestial herd; 
They followed down the v·elverl roads where rushing movement stirr.ed 
The soft sheets of the universe; they felt the windways ·croon; 
They trespassed through the veils of dawn and tracked the silver moon. 

One night a little lamb strayed . forth ; no Shepherd saw him go . 
Out of the darkness strewn with ftocks which glimmered pa.Le as ~now; 
He wancLered .Dut beyond the reach of all serenely gay, 
Intent on slipping down the streams that mark the Milky Way. 

On, on he sped pa.st world on. world; o'er ripplil1g ftoods of white, 
Leaving behind a. thousand years, a thousa.nd points of light; . 
The hours swung measureless. On, on, paist tra.cts of massing time 
In nebulous immensity, unlimited, sublime. 

He watched the seething ages whirl, the aeons' breathless ra.ce1 
The shaping of Eternity; the abysmal rifts in space; 
The da.ys' triumphant entry to the centuries in mold -
He saw one dim gTea.t Figur,e wielding forces manifold. 

Fearful he stayed his feet, for monstrous cycles ca.me and went 
Converging to one purpose, moved the mighty firma.m.ent 
Toward one .ending. One. And down futurity afar 
He sa.w creation bend to One - led by a shining Sta.r. 

«Where have you been», the Old Sheep said, as the tired La.mb crept to bed 
«And what have you seen ?» the Old Sheep said.-«The living and the dead; 
The woof of life, the weft of death, the stigmaed hands of Him 
W110 holds the threads that bind the moon and Keep the solstice trim ». 

I heard a voice that cried, Oh Lamb; the old things pass a.way 
And Sibzicmna' s light grows dim as Pisces gathers sway; 
The myths of Ba,bylon recede, the wail of Icha.bo.d -
No longer Sheep - hen~efo1·ward ye - are 01losen Suns of God »· 

(l) President, Poetry Circle, Lyceum Club, London. Reprinted from 
« The Lyceum Book of Verse », edited by Mollie Stanley-Wrench, (Methuen 
and Co., London) . 



.f nuournblt ~1tmtnts for nou.-Jlltc. 

NOTE-. - By reason of repieated requests from readers, these analyse11 of 
favourable dates have been classified. They are general, ·Of course; the dates 
favourable to each person must he calculated from his or her own horoscope. 
(American ·readcrs will rememlJer that Atlantic Time is 5 hrs. earlier, Pacific 
'.rime is 8 hr&. earlier.) India is 5 1/ 2 hrs; later, Australia 10 hrs; and New 
Zealand 11 1,'2 hrs. later. 

F 
OR GENERAL PURPOSES. - Favourable Days and Hours. -
.Accordillg to SuJ;u, Lnn<lr anrl planetary aspects, the most fav
ourab le clays 1dll be: 'NoY. 2Jst . noon: 24th, morn; 25th. after
noon; 2Grh mo1·1i: 30t 11 morn; Dec. ] st al l day; i311cl morn ; 5th 
e1·en ; 6t b nfl e l' ; D·th all da) ; 13t:h aft er; 15th morn: 20th after: 

Unfavourable Days a.nd Hours. - ~0 1". 21st e1·en; 24th afteT ; 
2l5tb morn; 27th ni·~· l1 t ; ~8th e1·en: Dec·. 2nd aft e l' ; 31'cl nfter; 4th morn ; 
5th morn, noon ; Ith eve n ; 8th en:n · 111 li a ft er and even ; HiLlJ e1·en ; 17th 
morn; 19th ea rly morn. 

ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE. - Favourable Days and Hours for 
matters pertaining to Affairs of the Heart. - Best Day of the Month for a, 
Ma,n. -- ~oY . 25, after. Best Day of the Month for a woman. - Nov. 30, 
nio·bt 2 1111 early 1nornin1?" Other good da.ys. - °N"oY. 21 Dec. 8 morn. 

Unfavourable Days and Houss. - Worst Day of the Month for a Ma.n. -
Dec. 14. Worst Day of the Month for a Woman Dec. 19. Other ba.d days, 
Dec. 7. 

BUSINESS AND FINANCE. - Favourable Days and Hours. - Best Da.y 
for Finance - ~uY . :2.1. Best Day for Steady Business. Dec. 19 after. Best 
Day for New Venture or Speculation - Der . 8. Other good days. - Nov. 30, 
Dec. 1:'3. 

Unfavourable Days and Hours. - Worst Day for Finance. - Dec. 11 - · 
Worst Day for Steady Business. - Xo1·. 28, e1·en: Worst Da.y for New 
Venture or Speculation.- ~ov. 24, al'.ter.I Other bad days.- Dec. 14, Dec 19. 

VOYAGES AND LONG TRAVEL - Favo-urable Days. - Best Da,y to 
Sta.rt. - Dec. 8. earl .v nwrn. Other good days - Ro i·. 23. 

Unfavourable Days - Worst Day to Start - No1" 30 e\ren. Other ba,d 
days - Nov . 24, aft er ; Dec·. 20, mom. 

SURGICAL OPERATIONS. - A. 1Tan!i-·e if possible between Nov, 22-24, 
aud Dec . .L0-:20. Most favourable Day and Hour - Dec. 15, noon. 
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qoroetoµt of tl)t JtlantlJ 

AI.BERT EINSTEIN 
{World-famous mathematician and physicist, promulgator of the c Einstein 

Theory of Rdativity ». for which he received the Nobel Prize) 

·. This horoscope has been chosen for its interest with regar~ to the newly 
discovered planet Pluto, concerning the signification of which astrologers are 
now careful!; working. One of the theories which is coming to the .fro.nt -
esRecially in Germany .- is that of considering Pluto as the octave of Mercury, 
even as Neptune is of the Moon and Uranus of the Sun. I.f this be so, it may 
be be of special interest . to see if the position of Pluto in E.iristein's llC>roscope 
will help to determine if the « Einstein Theory » is correct, now that it has. 
been contested and modified by higher mathematicians all the world over. 

In this theme, Pluto plays a very prominent part. The planet is in sextile 
with the Sun and with the Mid-Heaven, both of which are indicative of renown, 
and the Sun is in Pisces, often associated with a desiie for publicity_ and the 
knack of gaining the support of others. Pluto is also in trine with Mars, the 
planet of energy. in Caipricorn, a sign of serious thought, and in House YIU, 
which deals sometimes with initiatory mathematics. Mars in Capricorn in VIII 
is a very self-centred and often cock-sure·. position, but that need not be 
emphasized; the close relationshi\)s with Pluto of Pluto to Sun, Mid-Heaven 
and Mars must be given their fu 1 weight. 

But not all the aspects of Pluto are favorable I It is sharply and most evilly 
aspected to planets in both the Houses of Intelligence, both that of Reason 
and that of Higher Thought. This is highly important. Pluto js in square with 
Uranus, planet o.f discovery, in House II I, the House of the Lower Mind; 
and is also in an evil sql!are with Jupiter, planet of religion and of just thinking, 
in the House of Philoso.phy. Whether we are justified or no in regardin~ Pluto 
as a determining factor in this horoscope, the fact remains that the planet is 
in vigorous affliction to the Houses of Thought and, as is known, serious 
afflictions of Mercury or Saturn to these Houses indicate erroneous thinking. 
Thus the horoscope shows fame, energy, desire for renown, and mathematical 
g~asp, but also dan ger of elaboration of detail on a false basis (Pluto square 
Uranus in Virgo in House III}, and without full understanding of the philoso
phical truths whichl lie higher than mere calculation (Pluto, square Jupiter in 
Aquarius i.n House IX). 

The horoscope shows an agreable personality, but this is cultivq.ted rather 
rather than natural, Cancer is on the Ascendant and the Moon as Ruling planet 
is in Sagittarius - both favorable, Aries ruling the House of Profession, and 
the House of Friends shows the intention to achieve reputation through the 
help of hiends; Venus and Neptune in this latter House, the one in Aries and 
the other in Taurus, show that advancement in life will · be as carefully calcul
ated as any problem in mathematics. It is most unquestionaibly an inteHectual 
horoscope, but rather that of an able and shrewd thinkeP than that of a scientist 
and, effectively, the Theor_Y, of Relativity wa.s well known long qefore Einstein; , 
the work of the latter havmg been to apply it and to make it popula_!'ly known. 
fn this regard, the position of Pluto to th~ planets in the two H.owes of 
~'iltelliieace commands attention. _. _ ···-· 
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OV E TU VESON 

II · The Tet1•ad or the Four Q.uarter11 

A 
LL THINGS in creation contain or consist of four princ
iples or parts which are necessary for the manifestation and 
continuation of life. Ever since most ancient times, these 
four principles have been symbolised in different ways and 

systems among different people. 
. These four principles may be illustrated by a simple diagram - a 

Zodiacal circle within a square. The four cardinal signs Aquarius, · 
Leo Taurus and Virgo are opposite each other and if we connect the 
two masculine signs : Aquarius and Leo by a straight line and sim
ilarly connect the two feminine signs : Taurus and Scorpio, the two 
lines cross each other at right angles, thus indicating the proper relation 
of the two opposites. 

We should remember that the signs Taurus and Scorpio have each 
a double significance; Taurus is represented either as the Ox (= bond
age) or as the Bull (= Vitality) ; Scorpio is represented as the deadly 
Scorpion; on the lower plane, but on the higher plane by the Eagle, 
thus indicating that the life-function may and eventually will raise 
man by transmutation. 

Aquarius, as the center of the first quarter of the Tetrad, represents 
the « Divine Spark » in its direct relation or connection with the 
Cosmo-Spirit. Therefore, this first principle is unchanging or fixed; 
while the three Taurus, Leo and Scorpio are always in motion. · 
Motion or friction makes heat; heat causes expansion; this is growth 
and growth is manifested life. All this were impossible without the 
« division of the one » Spirit ; for the Cosmo-Life vibrates rays or 
sparks in all directions continually. We can do no Jllathematical work 
with only the unit; neither can the Cosmic Spirit man if est in all div-

~rsities without being diffused. .. . . . . _ . .. . . . ~ .. ___ . _ ... _ .. __ ..... _ 
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The second, the third and the fourth principle issue from the first; 
but all the innumerable · billions of multiplied tetrads are within the 
great ONE, the Macrocosm. 

\ 

One dividing into its two opposites causes action. The united activ-
ity of the Two opposites results in the Thi rd; the third makes a bal
ance and a link between its two originators and the three as a «three
uriit » cannot remain static or inactive, but their incessant activities 
constitute the F ourlh aspect of the tetrad, making a perpetual or et
ernal life-manifestation. 

Moses symbolized the meaning of the tetrad by the four hebrcw 
letters JHVH (the tetragrammaton) .This is «the lost word» and the 
sacred name which the Jews forbade themselves to pronounce (be
cause they could not) . A few are beginning to learn what it means to 
properly express that name. Its meaning has be·en given as : I am; 
I am that I am,- I ivibl be what I will to be,· I am it,· I will become, 
- all of which are quite correct. For it means the source of the real 

"j>\ " " "' 
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or higher and complet·e /, the God-spark, the Spirit-entity or the Christ 
m man. 

· The reduced number value of the word « Christ » _is four, thus : 
CH·+ R + I + S + T + 0 + S = 1480, 1 + 4 + ...:..... 13, 
600 100 10 200 300 70 200 
1 + 3 = 4. The reduced number value of the tetragrammaton is 
TWICE four, thus : H + V + H + J = 26, 2 + 6 = 8. Eight 

s 6 s 10 
is the first cube of whole numbers, and 888 is the number value of th~ 
name Jesus. . 

The . « Holy Trinity ~ is also a tetrad; because there, the Father:.. 
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and-Mother principles are put together and considered as one, and the 
first of the Trinity (Fig. 1) Geometrically, the tetrad is represented 
by the s square, which has four equal sides, four right angles and four 
corners. Also by the Tetrahedron (Fig. 2) , for this solid has four 
e'qual surfaces, four corners and four times three equal angles. Th.e 
cross and the swastica (Fig. 3) also represent the tetrad. 

A circul~r serpent, biting its tail, is an old and significant symbol, 
which among other things, also refers to the Zodiac. The division 
between each round or cycle of development is then where the serp
ent's head and tail join, or where the sign Aries and Pisces meet. 
Moses indicated this when he wrote (Gen. 3 : 15, R. V.) : « The 
s-eed of the woman shall lie in wait for thy ·head and thou shalt bruise 
(sting) his heel » (tail). These words, which refer to the transition 
from one cycle to another, may be interpreted in two different ways, 
according to which zodiac we are considering; for, in the Cosmo zod~ 
iac we more through the signs in the opposite direction to that in which 
we move in the smaller zodiac. Therefore the circle - serpent rep
resents two different zodiacs - an important symbol but often over
looked. 

Our Earth carries us through the zodiac signs from Aries (head) 
to Pisces (feet, tail), which means that we are under an influence that 
moves down-ward; we swallow ourselves or are swallowed by the 
law of « the wheel of rebirths. ». But our Sun carries us through the 
Cosmo-Zodiac, from feet (Pisces) to head (Aries) ; that is : to be 
under the influences from the greater spheres is to move upward, to 
expand, to be broadminded; then we learn to stand ·and to walk by 
ourselves instead of depending upon others, (compare with Revel. 
3 : 16). The circular serpent with tail in mouth is a. good symbol of 
these two opposite influences; either to be caught, swallowed and .put 
into repeated bondage, or to be extricated and liberated. 

The authors of the Old Testament knew very well that they were 
near the end of a great Cycle or Age; and the New Testament writ
ers knew that the new great Cycle had then begun. This great Cesmo
Cycle is « The Age of the ages » mentioned in the Bible, (see Eph. 
3 : 21 , Heb. 13 : 2 I , R. Ver.) , and contains about 25, 920 years. 

Ill-health 1s a discord. To live in good health, there must be char
acter-harmony. 
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Qt~c · Q\,strologi.ral l?arts 
I 

A. · VOLGUINE 

I 

I 
N SPITE OF SOME ERRORS, Astrology in the Middle 
Ages was often more profound than is the Astrology in com
mon use today. Knowing only the Seven Sacred Planets, old
time astrologers were able to make more detailed predictions 

than we do, even with the Nine Celestial Bodies (ten, if Plut'O be 
employed), with our Sensitive Points, our pre-natal horoscopes, our 
Symbolic Directions and all the other discoveries of our epoch. 

It is not in the line of constant novelty that we should strive. Pri-
. marily we should be well acquainted with all the methods of the 

Middle Ages, even of those ·now ignored or forgotten, and we should 
study the works of the Masters, who have never been outclassed. 
The modern science of Astrology has brought exaoti.tude and preci
sion;, that of the Middle Ages possessed a depth of insight which is 
utterly unknown to our day. Before driving too far ahead, it is essen
tial that we should endeavor to link together the profundity of the 
ancient methods of interpretation and modern of calculation. 

Of the forgotten factors once widely used in Astrology, the most 
important, undoubtedly, is the series of Astrological Parts. It is rare, 
nowadays, to find astrologers who use them, and I can affirm that 
thete is not a single modern astrologer who uses all the Parts 
employed by the ancients. The Parts employed by the Institut Astrol
ogique de Carthage, and those employed by Monsieur Gama, of 
Metz have only a relati.ve relationship to the ancient Parts, properly 
so called. They are essentially mode~n. and established upon a diffe
rent base than those of olden time. 

In the Middie Ages, the Astrological Parts were associated with 
the Houses. Divided thus into 12 Groups they gave additional preci
sion to the indications of the Houses of the horoscopes, whereas the 
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Parts as employed by modern astrologers are usually purely planet
ary, their relation to the Houses being accidental. 

The Arabs seem to have been the first to establish these Parts 1'r 
« Fortunes », as they are sometimes called, and, since many of them 
are not generally known and rarely found in any astrological text
book, it may be useful to the readers of THE SEER to have a com
plete list. According to Alcabitius, they are named as follows : 

HOUSE /. - 1) Part of Life. In a diurnal (1) birth, apply to the 
Ascendant the arc between Jupiter and Sarern, in the order of signs; if noc
turnal, the arc of Saturn to Jupiter. 2) Part of Hyleg or Viability. From 
Aries 0° to the New or Full Moon immediately preceding birth; apply to 
Ascendant. 3) Part of Futures. Diurnal from Moon to Sun; Nocturnal, from 
Sun to Moon; apply to Ascendant (which may correspond with the modern 
Part of Fortune). 4) Part of Venus or Affection. Sometimes called Stability. 
Diurnal, Part of Fortune to Part of Futures; Nocturnal, the reverse; apply 
to Ascendant. 5) Part of Animosity. Diurnal, from Mars to the Part of 
Fortune; Nocturnal, the reverse; apply to Ascendant. 

HOUSE II. - 1) Part of Goods. From the Lord of the Second House 
to the cusp of the Second House, apply to Ascendant. 2) Part of Poverty or 
Meroury. Diurnal, Part of Futures to Part of Fortune; Nocturnal. the rever
se; apply to Ase. 3) Part of Happiness or Jupiter . Diurnal, Part of Futures 
to Jupiter; Nocturnal, the reverse; apply to Ase. As the reader may observe, 
the Parts of Jupiter and of Venus, as set forth by Alchabitius, are nowise the 
same as the Parts bearing the same names occasionally used by modern astro
logers . 

HOUSE /If. - 1) Part of Brothers. Diurnal, Saturn to Jupite1; Noc
turnal, the reverse. Apply to Ase. The student will notice that the Part of 
Life and the Part of Brothers merely reverse the diurnal and nocturnal order. 
Such similarities occur frequently. 2) Part of Aid from Brothers. Diurnal 
Sun to Saturn; Nocturnal, the reverse; apply to Ascendant. The Third House 
has only these two Parts Indeed, the House has altered its interpretative cha
racter with the changes Of the times. Studies, literature, intelligence, and other 
meanings of this house (such as travels by land) have more importance \n 
modern life than has the influence of° brothers. Janduz has staled the cause 
for this change very clearly : « On reflection, this change in House meaning 
is less strange than it might seem. Until a century and a . half ago, the right of 
primogeniture was absolute. The eldest brother succeeded to the title, the 
estates, to everything, and the younger brothers were dependents. It follows 
therefore that in many horoscopes, the health, fortunes and character of the 
eldest brother.·was of supreme importance. Now that the Laws of Succession 
provide a greater equality, the Third House is no longer to be interpreted as 
referring to the eldest brother mainly ». 

(To be continued). 

(1) A c1im·1ial hirt,,)J is reckon eel from noon to micln.iglit, i herefore the 
afternoon anc1 e,rening; a nocturnal bil'tb is reckoned frorn mid11ig-11t to noon. 
thenfo1·e the n:ig-ht and the morning. · 
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1 r HE NE'X!T CASE which I purpose to consider is drawn 
also from the special monograph on this subject by Sig. 

· . Zingaropoli (Luce e Orn bra,. 1910, p. 614-617) and is also 
well authenticated. It occurred in 1859, that is to say in the 

lifetime of many people now living, and therefore relatively recent. 
Sig. Zingaropoli quotes in detail the most important passages in the 
« narrative >> of the occurrence, signed by the Mother ,Abbess and the 
Senior Professed Sisters of the Convent of the F~anciscan Nuns 
(Third Order) of Saint Anne, at F oligno, in the Province of Perugia 
Italy, and which « narrative » is confirmed by other authorised wit
nesses, as will hereinafter be shown. 

The deceased who manifested in the manner to be described was 
known as Sister Therese-Marguerite Gesta. She was born at Bastia, 
in Corsica, on Mars 15 1797, and was the daughter of a rich merch
ant. Being naturally of a contemplative nature, she renounced worldly 
e•ase and took the habit of a nun on the 24 th of October, 1826, in 
the convent mentioned, and there she died on the 4th of November, 
1853. 

These introductory details being given, we may now quote directly 
the narrative of Mother Marie-Victoire-Constante Vichi, the Mother 
Abbess of the Convent : 

The 5th of November, the solemn rites were held, but on the 6th, the day 
that the Sister should be buried, instead of interring the body in a special place, 
as had been planned, it was decided to make for her a woden ·coffin . (a thing 
which had never before been done in the convent) and to bury her in the 
common tomb of the Sisters. In the meantime, the Father Confessor o·f the 
Sister hood, Father Laurent, ·of Solero, after having written some special private 
,information concerning the decea~ed, placed the writing in a glass bottle which 
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he then laid beside the body, in the coffin. Following which, in the presence of 
aH the Sisters, he pronounced the following words : 

« I have not wished to speak to you of the special gifts possessed by 'her 
'(the deceased , nu ~), gifts with which Cod had favoured her, for the reason 
that, if she wishes, she can make herself hea·rd ». 

Three days after the s.ister's death , a plaintive and melancholy voice began 
to be heard in the cell where Sister Therese had died, or in, the rooms on either 
side; at the beginning, little attention was paid to this, it being regarded as 
imagination on the part of timid and easily frightened Sisters, 

But on the 16th day of November, at I 0 o'clock in the morning, Sister 
Anne-Felicine Menghini, of Monte-falco, one of the Choir Si~ters, more 
courageous than her comr ades, went int-0 the Linen Room to carry out some 
duties·, there, which had been assigned to her . Even while she was climbing the 
stairs, she heard a stifled plaint, and thought that she recognized the voice of 
her deceased fr iend and partner in work - Sister Therese-Marguerite. This 
voice became clearer when she reached the Linen Room. Though alarmed, 
Sister Anne-F elicine took courage, and thinking to herself : · « There must .be 
a cat shut up in one of the linen cupboards .! », she went forward quickly 
and opened one of the doors, 

There was nothing ! 
Again the sound was heard, but at another place. The Choir Sister opened 

that cupboard also, but nothing strange was there, and she closed it, at the 
' same time hearing the wailing sound in a third cupboard, which again she 

opened, with like result . 
< Jesus ! Maria ! » exclamed the frightened Sister, « What can it be ? ~ 
She had scarcely uttered the words, when she heard the hollow voice of 

the deceased, together with a painful sigh which accompanied the cry : 
« Dio Mio , how I suffer ! » 
Sister Anne F elicine, fu lly recognising the voice of the dead woman, 

trembled and grew pale - as she tells. N one the less, taking courage, she 
put the questio.n : 

« And why ? » 
To which the deceased answered 
c Because of poverty :> . 

« Why then ? :i; queried the living nun , astonished, « Where you then 
so poor ? ) 

« It is not for myself », the voiee of the dead woman answered, « but for 
the Sisters. Take heed I » 

At these words the room became full of a dense smoke, and what seemed 
to be the shadow of the deceased passed for th from one of the cupboards in 
the direction of the staircase. speaking all the while, though Sister Anne-F elicme 
declares that she was too frightened to be able lo understand the words. 

Arrived at the door, the shadow said loudly: . 
« This is a mercy ! I shall return no more, but « in sign of this .... ~ 
And, so saying, the phantom struck the door a sharp blow ; almost immedia

tely the smoke disappea red and the atmosphere of the room hecame clear. 

Here follows a description of the agitation which the news prod
uced in the convent. The narrative then proceeds : 
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The Sisters all ran to the Abbess' room, where was Sister Menghini, in 
order to hear from her own lips the full accoµnt of what had happened. The 
Choir Sister repeated , again, exactly the events which had passed; and. the 
Sisters, seizing upon the words « in sign of this ... ~ and noting t.hat the dee.easer.I 
had struck a h low on the door, cried : 

« She must.then, have left some sign I » 
i: I - I don't know », answered Sister Menghini, « I was t~ frightened 

to look ~ . 
Then the Sisters; all together, went to the _room and examined the door, and 

there they found graved in on it the imprint of the hand of Sister Ther_eae 
M.arguerite, in a manner more exact and per·fect than could have been done by 
the most expert artist, by the means of an iron hand heated red-hot. -

The report goes on to relate a dream which came to Sister Anne.
F elicine Menghini the night following _ this occurrence. The deceased 
appeared in a vision, and asked the sleeper to convey to the other 
Sisters her thanks for their prayers. Then she added : 

« You have thought 'of effacing the· imprint of my hand from .the 
door. You will never be able to do it, not ·even if you call in the help 
of pther people. This is a sign of mercy, of warning, and but for this, 
I should not have been believed. » 

The Archbishop of F oligno having learned what had passed, 
required th-at a full report, before attested witnesses, be prepared, and 
this was done on the 23rd day of the same month. 

Thereafter, under. orders of authority, the tomb was reopened, the 
body lifted from the wffin and the hand applied to the imprint which 
had been made on the door; eye-witnesses, specially invited to attend, 
all signed an attestation that the dead hand fitted the burned scorch
matk on the door. Thereupon the mark was covered with a veil. and 
sealed, the door was lifted from its hinges and put in a place specially 
reserved. Later, by the Archbishop's permission, the seals were raised 
and the veil lifted, in order that the Burned Hand might be shown to 
the faithful. Later, as a further precaution, a ~rame was nailed to the 
doo-r to ho.ld a piece of glass to cover the imprint, forming, as it w-ere, 
a glass deor which could be locked. Thus the Hand of Fire remains 
enclosed and preserved from injury ... This report is si.gned by the 
Mother Abbess, by Five ProfesS"ed Sisters and a Sister-Vicar. 

Under date of July 2, 1870, further witness was given by Father 
V incent Amoressi of the Preaching Friars and Father Joachim Prior 
Medori, the Pro-Vicar General. Finally, a special further investig
ation was conducted by Father Joseph Sensi, Warden of the Bro
~h.ers Minor, called in by the ecdesiasticaL authorities as an .e~pert. 
Under date of April 4, 1871 he affirmed : ~ The report of lhe Ab-
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bess of Ste. Anne is in full agreement with the statements of the wit
nesses, the occurrences may be considered as beyond doubt, having 
taken into consideration all the antecedent, concomitant and succedent 
circumstances of time, place and persons involved, according to the 
rules of Catholic morals and of critical exactitude ». 

It is evident that this case is also confirmed by impregnable witness; 
again, the report was written immediately after the events had hap
pened, and gave rise . to careful investigation, ordered by high eccle
ciastical authority, in which investigation we must take note of the 
very unusual and remarkable detail of the opened coffin in order to 
establish the identity of the imprint with the hand of the dead nun. 
Again we desire to point out that this is not a matter of several cent
uries past, but relatively modern, and in our own lifetime. 

Very clear and detailed photographs have been taken of this brand 
showing the hand clearly engraved into the wood, with the very cha
racteristic feature that the tips of the fingers are more deeply scorched 
in, as a result of the application of the hand of the phantom. This 
point is exceedingly interesting as a further basis of proof, for such a 
result could not have been obtained by any such method as a metal 
hand heated redhot. In other words, to achieve this result, it would 
be necessary to suppose that such a supposed hand of iron be forged 
or moulded with the fingers in this partly bent position, and, even had 
this been so, it would not have been possible to press the palm inwards 
so as to obtain a complete imprint or ·scorchmark of the fingers and 
the hand. I mention this merely as a critical digres~ion, for it is utterly 
unlikely that there could have been in the convent an iron hand sculp
tured or moulded with such delicacy and exactness, merely for the 
use of some Sister who desired to play a trick; nor can it be conceived 
how this hand should prove to be an exact reproduction of the hand 
of the deceased. 

I desire to point out, further, that, in the cas·e of this phenomenon, 
we must take account of the «Direct Voice », and this with a timbre 
and intonation which was immediately recognized. We must also not 
overlook the circumstance that - according to the report of the Sister 
who was the principal witness - the phantom manifested in the mid
dle of a little cloud of ectoplasm, which she described as a thick 
smoke ». In modern experiments in mediumnistic materialisation it is 
observed that a little cloud of ectoplasm always, or nearly always, 
precedes the actual manifostation of the objective phantom. Hence, 
the remark of the clairvoyant Sister who knew nothing of such proced
µre concerning the « cloud of smoke > which preceded the actual 
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appearance of the phantom, adds a strong testimony of proof of the 
truly super~normal character of the phenomenon. 

In the following case, the imprint of the hand of a phantom - this 
time unseen - and which was left upon the cheek of the percipient, 
may be explained by the hypothesis of « stigmata produced hy em
otional auto-suggestion ». T ihe case was investigated by the well
known psychic authority, Mr. Frank Podmore, and may be found in 
the Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research Vol X p. 204. 

Under date of February 10, 1890, Miss « M.P. » wrote to the 
Society for Psychical Research in the following terms : 

My sister and I slept in the same room, on the top floox of our house, 
on two little beds not more than a yard apart from each other. Three ye1m 
ago (I was then 20 years old, and my sister 18), I was awakened with a 
jump, with a· horrible feeling that there was some one in the room. Almost 
paralyzed with terror, I lay still for several minutes, dumb with fright, but at 
last I managed to call my sister. 

She, in a thin trembling voice of utter fear, asked : 
« Who is in the room ? It seems a century since I woke up, but didn't dare 

. speak », 
Just at that minute an icy hand prossed my cheek. I screamed, but could not 

get out an intelligible word to tell my sister what had happened. 
A second later she cried out : 
« There's a hand on my face ! » 
Seized with panic, we hid our heads under the bed-clothes, screammg for 

help with all the fo1·ce of our lungs. 
My brother ran in, almost immediately, and we told him that there was 

someone in the room. He searched every corner, looked under all the furnitli'e . 
- all in vain. 

During the search, my sister complained of a violent sensation of burn· on 
her cheek. The gas having been turned up higher, we saw, on one side o.f her 
face, a very vivid red mark, which rapidly took the form of a hand, with th~ 
fingers open. 

Twice, after that, at intervals of about a month apart, we were both aow
ened simultaneously, seized by the same horrible sensation of some Being in 
the room, a feeling which had the effect of paralysing speech for some time; 
and once we saw the Being in question in the little space between the tWo· beds. 

Mr. Podmore visited the two percipients in order to question them 
concerning tpeir collective experience. From his report I quote the 
following passages : 

... The manifestations happened four times, at intervals of two or three 
weeks apart. In the second, both sisters had a very lively impression of a 
Presence in the room, they were awakened with a start, prey to an active 
terror, but they saw· nothing. The third time, Miss P. saw a vague form, a 
clo\lded shadow. The fourth time it was the younger sister who aaw the 
Shadow. 
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... The imprints of rbe 'fir.gers on the face of Miss E.P. (the younger sister) 
were very clear. Since they were found on the side of ihe face on which she 
had not lain it is impossible to attribute this to any folcl's or impressions of th~ 
pillow-covers. , 

The members of the Committee for the Census of Hallucinations 
(from whose report I have taken this case) explained the imprint in 
question by comparing it to other imprints permanently or temporarily 
marked upon the human body as a result of aµto-suggestion. Perhaps, 
in this case, the percipient being in a state of terror, we may admit 
this hypothesis tentatively, remembering that we µiust consider at. the 
same time other imprints received on cloth, on wood and similar ob
jects, as in the preceding cases which I have cited. But in these four 

· former cases. none of the percipients were in an emotional state, and 
none thought of the possibility of any phenomena of this nature. It is 
in the consideration of this fact I am led to believe that - even in this 
present case- the hypothesis of « stigmata » does not give the real 
cause of the phenomenon. 

Yet, if we set aside the hypothesis of auto-suggestion, we must 
draw attention to a very embarrassing cir~umstance. This is that the 
elder sister, or the first percipient, who had been touched upon the 
cheek by the same phantom hand, did not receive any sensation of 
burning, and there was no sign or mark of the hand upon her face. 
How can we explain that, a moment after, the same hand when placed 
on the face of her sister, gave the pain of a burn and left the mark of 
it ? It is to b~ noted that the elder sister spoke of an « icy hand », 
which might explain why the phantom hand did not burn and left no 
mark, but then how came it about that .burn and scorch-mark should 
have happened a minute later, to the other sister ? lt must be admitted 
that the hypothesis of « stigmata by auto-suggestion » apparently 
takes the lead in the present case. 

Although we have set this forth as clearly as possible in order to 
give full scientific justice in the research for causes, I repeat that I do 
~ot consider that the real cause for this phenomenon is to 
be found in the « stigmata » hypoth·esis. It is possible that the 
opposed sensations felt by the two percipients may be explained by a 
rapid change in the ectoplasmic condensation of the phantom hand, 
resulting from a sudden modification of the vibratory tonality of the 
ectoplasm during the time that the hand was placed on the faces of the 
two percipients. This vibratory tonality, µnder certain circumstances, 
seems to be . very much more intense either than living or inanimate 
~~tter_, and as a result - like fue - it should destroy living animaJ. 
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or vegetable tissue; which would give rise to the phenomena of the 
Spirit Hands of Flame. I take this occasion to remark that the hypO"' 
thesis which I propose to develop at the close of this brief study will 
be founded on the undoubted vibratory intensity of ectoplasmic fluidic 
substance; and that it is by this means that we shall be able to explain 
the phenomena of « supra-normal brands of Hands of Fire ». 

It may be well to summarize, in this report, a well known case in 
England, although it contains many perplexing details, by reason of 
the conditions under which these occurred, but who shall undertake 
to define the limits o{ supranormal manif~stations ? 

The case was first published in 1823 by T. M. Jarvis, in his book 
«A ccredited Ghost Stories D, the percipient having then but recently 
died . It is of importance in this case to note that the matter has been 
recently authenticated, Mrs. Crow, in her book « The Nighlside of 
N alure » (of which a new edition has just bci:~ll published) speaking 
thus of the matter : 

Concerning the case of Lady Beresford, I am in a position to affirm that 
.the members oJ the family confirm the authenticity of the facts as given. 
One may say the same of the family of Lady Netty Cobb, who, at tlie death 
of Lady Beresford, removed from her wrist the ribbon which she had always 
worn since the day that the phantom of Lord Tyrone had appeared to her, 
always with the intention of hiding the indelible imprint or scorch-mark pfaced 
upon her wrist by the hand of the dead . 

I will set forth the earlier happenings which led up to the strange 
event, mentioning that the account of the facts, .as at first published, 
had been dictated by Lady Beresford herself. 

Lord Tyrone and Lady Beresford had been friends in earliest 
childhood, and had been brought up together under rigid orthodox 
rules. "Later in life, both came under the influence of different - and 
even hostile - religious teachings, which, naturally, gave rise to mut
ual discussion, and they entered upon a solemn compact; whichever 
of the two should die first promised and vow~d that, if God would 
permit, .he or she would appear, to the living to declare which was 
the religious faith most agreeable to God. 

Some years later, Lady Beresford married, and had no further 
opportunity to meet her childhood friend. But one night, waking 
suddenly with a start, she saw Lord Tyrone standing beside the hed. 
He told her that he had died the day before, at 4 o'clock, and then 
rapidly sketched out the principal events whid1 would come to pass 
~n L.ady Beresford's life (every one of which predictions came true). 
Lady Beresford then continues her account in the following words : 

I said to him : 
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c Tomorrow morning, when I get up, how ean I convince myself tliat I 
have not dreamed all this ~ » 

« You will receive the news of my death tomorrow. Is not that sufficient 
proof ~ > 

c No, > I answered. « There are prophetic dreams, and I shall end by 
believing that I have had a dream of that character. Give me a material proof 
of your presence > 

« You shall have it I > 
He lifted his arm, and the very heavy curtains of the bed, of red velvet, 

were thrown violently on the further side of a hoop of iron which formed part 
of the canopy. 

« There, > he said, « you will be convinced by that, tomorrow; no human 
hand could do such a feat >, 

c Yes - waking I could not do. it, but sometimes in sleep one gets unusual 
powers. I might still doubt, » 

« Here is a note-book, then, I will write in it; you know my signature >. 

And he seized the pencil and wrote his name in the book. 
A.gain I answered : 
« Waking, I could not imitate your sign·ature, but in somnambulism, such 

things are possible, Tomorrow I might think it had happened thus >. 
« You are not easy to convince l » he cried, · « What proof, then, can I 

give you ? I might touch you, but a spirit cannot touch a living person without 
leaving an indelible brand on the flesh ». 

« If the mark is limited in its scope, I will stand the trial ». 
« You are a brave woman ».said he, « Hold out your hand». 
I did it, and he seized me by the wrist. The hand was icy, and yet the 

akin shrivelled intantly, the veins dried up and the nerves became insensible. 
From that time on, Lady Beresford was always seen with a wide black 

rihbon around her right wrist, for the spirit of Lord Tyrone had told her that 
a sign thus given in the keeping of a promise. should remain hidden from the 
living. When Lady Beresford died, Lady Netty Cobb, her intimate friend, took 
off the ribbon from the wrist and found there the mark of the Burning, exactly 
as the deceased had stated in her nanation. 

This is the V'ery remarkable case of Lady Beresford, exactly as it 
happened. As I have said, it seems sufficiently authentic. One is per~ 
haps a little puzzled by the episode of the long conversation between 
the spirit of the dead and the percipient, and this tends to raise a doubt 
as to the authenticity of the case as dictated by Lady Beresford, for. 
in the general run of manifestations of phantoms who speak, it is to 
be observed that generally they only pronounce a few phrases, rarely 
more. 

Yet we must admit that there are a few rare cases, well authentic"' 
ated, in which long conversations between phantoms and percipients 
have been recorded, and this bids us reflect before circumscribing too 
hastily the limit of supranormal possibilities. I may mention that, by a 
happy coincidence, the next case on which I shall report also contains 
a detailed conversation between phantom and percipient; and this is 
is an entirely modern case, confirmed in a Court of Justice . 

.. .. . , , (To b.~ continue.ti)_ 
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BASIL CRUMP. (1) 

AN APPRECIATION 

~M INGE THE TIME of Mme Blavatsky, it has become 
•1'1•~ increasingly evident that The Secret Docf.rine, as outlined 
1-..,,JIJ by that great pioneer, and which emhrincs a most amazing 

amount of occult knowledge, is a work immeasurably greater 
and better adapted to Occidental minds than anything which has 
come ·from the Orient. It has been great enough to live in spite <>f its 
'supposed interpreters, and to shake off its parasites. 

\Vith the possible exception of Sinnett and Crump, there has not 
been one single writer since the days of Mme Blavatsky whose influ
ence has not been hurtful to The Secret Doctrine,· and few indeed have 
been the modern Writers who have been able to interpret Buddhism in 
a synthesis of Oriental philosophy and Occidental Science. 

Basil Crump has proved himself . able to do so, He has sought to 
summarize the Oriental system of Evolution - especially the evo
lution of the Human Races - as it was set forth by Mme Blavatsky. 
He has most loyally striven to make clear a subject of the most in
tense complexity. He has succeeded in rendering intelligihle many uf 
the Stanzas of Dzyan, which, as the author most aptly says, is : « the 
history of Cosmic Evolu~ion in an abstract algebraical formula ». 
Working together with Mrs. Alice Cl·eather, one of the few living 
pupils of H. P. B. and Mr. Gordon Cleather, a Chinese and Tibetan 
::;cholar of note, Mr. Crump has thrown light on many a dark place. 
It may be said confidently that the central point of the te~chings of the 
higher Oriental cosmology may be found summarized in' this book. It 
would be unjust to say that the book is good « Theosophy », since 

( 1} Published under this name and to be procured from the « H.P.B. 
Library >, Victoria, British Columbia. 
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the latter word no' longer connotes what once it did, but it is a fine and 
noble presentation of Spiritual and Cosmic Evolution, as set forth in 
tht Records of the East, Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese. 

We present this as an Appreciation, not as a Criticism, and hence 
will make no comment on Mr. Crump's rather naive references to 
Henry Fairfield Osborn, or other anthropological matters. Yet, lest 
the reader should not at once grasp .some of the references to « pre·· 
mammalian Man »,we may refer him to Mr. Crump's own foot-note 
on page 13 7 in which he says « the Fourth Race, only, was the first 
completely human species », so that Pre-Mammalian « Man » was 
not true « Man », which enables all to be made clear. 

The book is of such importance, and should be read with such care 
that we feel that Mr. Crump's own presentation should be given, and, 
as restatement is a most perilous venture in such a case1 we will quote 
oniy the chapter headings to the Stanzas. The striking scope and imp~ 
ortance of the book will thus be grasped at once. 

STANZA I. - The Night of the Universe. - This Stanza describes 
the state of the ONE ALL during P1·"1laya, before the first flutter of re
awakening manifestation. Such a state can only be symbolised in negatives; 
for, since it is the state of Absoluteness per se, it can possess none of those 
specific attributes which serve us to describe objects in positive terms, Hence 
that stale can only be suggested by the negatives of all those most abstract 
attributes which men feel rather than conceive, as the remotest limits attain-. 
able by their power of conception. 

STANZA II. - The Idea of Differentiation. - T ·he stage described 
in this Stanza is, to a Western mind, so nearly identical with that mentioned 
in the first Stanza, that to express the idea of its difference would require a 
lTcatise in itself. Hence it must be left to the intuition and the higher faculties 
of the reader to grasp, as far as he can, the meaning of the allegorical phrases 
l.lsed. Indeed, it must be remembered that all these Stanzas appeal to the 
inner faculties, rather than to the ordin'ary c.omprehension of the physical 
brain. 

STANZA III. - The Awakening of Kosmos. -- This Stanza de~cribes 
the Re-Awakening of the Universe to life after Pralaya. It depicts the emerg
ence of the « Monads ~ from their state "of absorption within the ONE; the 
earliest and highest stage in the formation of « Worlds ». the term Monad 
being one which may apply equally to the vastest Solar System or the tiniest 
atom. 

STANZA IV. - The Seplenary Hierarchies. - This Stanza shows the 
differentiation of the « Germ » of the Universe into the septenary hiernrchy of 
conscious Divine Powers, who are the active manifestation of the One Supreme 
Energy. They are the framers, shapers and ultimately the creators of all tl1e 
manifested Universe, in the only sense in which the name « Creator » is intell
igible; µiey inform and guide it; they are the intelligent Beings who -adjust and 
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control evolution, {!mbodying in themselves Lhose manifestations of the ONE 
LAW which we know as « The Lt,ws of Na tu re », Generically, they are 
know;· as the Qhyan Chohans, . though each of the various gi:oups has its own 
designation in the Secret Doctrine. This stage of evolution is spoken of in 
Hindu mythology as ,the « Creation » of the Gods. 

STANZA V. How a World is Formed. In this S.tanza Lhe process of 
world-form.ation is described : - First, diffused Cosmic Matter, then as., the 
~ Fiery Whirlwind », the first stage in the formation of a nebula . That 
nebula condenses, and after passing through various transformations, forms a 
Solar Universe, a Planetary Chai.n or a single planet, as the case .may be. 

STANZA VI. Kwan-Yin, Mother of Mercy. The sub~equent stages in 
the formation of a « World » are indicated in this Stanza, which brings the 
evolution of such a world down ·to its fourth great period, corresponding to · 
the period in which we are now living. 

STANZA VII. The Parents of M~~ on Earlh . This Stanza continues 
the history, tracing the descent of life down lo Lhe appearance of Man; and 
thus closes the first Part of Lhe Secret Doctrine. 

Part II, STANZA [, B eginnings of Sentient Life. The LHA. or Spirit 
of the Earth. Invocation of the Earth to the Sun. What the Sun answers. 
Transformation of the E arth. 

Part fl , STANZA II. Nalure, mroided, fails. After enormous peri~d! 
the Earth creates monsters. T he « Creators » are displeased. They dry the 
Ea rth . The forms are destroyed by them. The first great tides. The begin
nings of incrustation. 

Pm·t II, STANZA III. A tlemfJts lo create Man. The Descent of the 
Demiurge. The lunar gods ordered to create. The higher gods refuse. 

Part II , STANZA IV. Creation of the First Races. Creation of Men. 
They are empty shadows. T he Creators are perplexed how to create a Think
ing Man. What is needed for the formation of a .perfect Man. 

Part II, STANZA V . The £ 1,oluiion of the Second Race. The Sons of. 
Y oga. The Sexless Second R ace. The Sons of the Sons of Twilight. "Uhe 
~ Shadow », or the A stral Man, retires within and man develops a physical 
body. 

Parl ll, STANZA VI. The Evolution of the « Sweal-jborn ». The 
evolution of the three Races, continued. The Second Race creates the Third 
and perishes. 

Part II, STANZA Vl!. From the Semi-Divine down to the fir st Human 
Ruces. The higher creators teject in their pride the forms evolved by the 
~ Sons of Yoga ». They will not incarnate in the early « Egg-born ~ . They 
select the later androcynes . The first man endowed with mind. 

Part II , "STANZA Vil!. Evolution of the Animal Mammalians. - The 
First Fall . How the first mammals were produced. A quasi-Darwinian Evo
lution. The animals get solid bodies. Their separation into sexes. The first sin 
of the mindless men. 

Part lf, STANZA IX. The Final Evoluliorr of Man. The Creators 
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repent. They atone for their neglect. Men become endowed with minds, The 
Fourth Race develops perfect speech. Every androgynous unit is separated 
and become bisexual. 

Part Il, STANZA X. The History oj the Fourth Race. The Birth of 
the Fourth (Atlantean) Race. The sub-races of the Fourth Humanity begin 
to divide and interblend, They form the first mixed races of various colors. The 
superiority of the Atlanteans over other races. They fall into sin and beget 
children and monsters. The first germs of Anthropomorphism arid sexual reli

_gion. They lose their « Third Eye ». 
Part Il, STANZA XI. Civilization and Destruction. The Lemuro~Atlan· 

teans build cities and spread civilization. The incipient stage of Anthropomor· 
phism. Their statues, witnesses to the size of the Lemuro-Atlanteans. Lemuria 
destroyed by fire, Atlantis by water. The Flood. "rhe destruction of the Fourth 
Race and of the last ante-diluvian monster-mammals. 

Part !I, STANZA X/l. The Fifth Race and its Divine Instructors. The 
remnants of the first two Races disappear for ever. Groups of the various 
Atlantean Races saved from the Deluge with the Forefathers of the Fifth. The 
origins of our present Race, the Fifth. The first Divine Dynasties. The earliest 
glimmerings in History, now pinned to the allegorical chronology of the Bible, 
« Universal » History slavishly following it, The nature of the first instructors 
and civilisers of mankind. 

It is entirely likely that readers of the book may disagree with some 
of Mr. Crump's interpretations They may think that the size of a 
statue is not a safe clue to the stature of a Race, since, by this test, 
the bas-relief on Look-Out Mountain wou.ld prove all Americans of 
the Civil War to have been 20 feet high, and, by the same test, -every 

, Pharaoh must have been just five times as tall as any of his subjects. 
A reader may raise his eyebrows at some of the figures in the Hindu 
chronology, as given, wondering how a race that has never been 
able to keep any recorded dates even of recent history correctly, can 
be so glibly sure of hundreds of thousands, yes, millions and billions 
of years ago. And « aeroplanes » is surely too modern as translation 
for « Vi wan », used in a passage which deals with different forms 
of antediluvian magic. 

But these are details. Mr. Crump presents his thesis with power 
and discretion. He brings a vast amount of new material to light, He 
has the gift of intensifying the value of what he has touched, and the 
book is packed full of suggestion anci enlightenment. Its publication 
is a question of importance, and as such we have set it forward, to 
help it further to gain a full hearing. 

F.R.-W. 
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II 

L 
ET US NOW EXAMINE in detail the successive points 
of the Hermetic Method. - The Theological Method, 
which is the most ancient of all, and with still endures (al
though attacked to the very marrow), advances by affir-

. mations and by dogmas. It is essentially deductive in character. 
The Philosophical Method, of almost equal antiquity, sets for

ward by processes of reasoning, and also by affirmations, which then 
are taken up and discussed by processes of reason. It is generally 
deductive in character although, more recently. this has given place 
to the inductive process. 

The Scientific Method (which in its true sense first saw light in 
Europe in the Nineteenth Century) proceeds by experiment, aided by 
reason and by induction. It is constituted by a succession of hypo
theses and holds itself to a rigid positivism, although, in principle, it 
admits an indefinite evolution. 

The Hermetic Method goes back to the far distant past and ap
peared - - without doubt - at the same time as the Theological 
Method, but its use was confined to a limited number of thinkers, by 
reason of the Mys~eries with which it surrounded itself and the obs
tacles which it encountered. This method proceeds by experiment, by 
reason and by intuition, thus ·uniting the three faculties and appealing 
both to the Deductive and lnductiv·e processes, to Objectivism as well 
as to Subjectivism; in other words, it forms a tri-unity of Religion, 
'Philosophy and Science, thus constituting a vast synthetic positivism. 
This method, alone, is in rhythmic step with Evolution, without limit 
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to consciousness. intelligence or organism. It is spiritualist and rnate
rialist at the same time; since, according to Hermetic Method, Force 

·and Matter are indissoluble, and their action brings Universal Dy
namism into being. 

Intuition - which is the link between the spiritual and the material 
~ belongs essentially in the Hermetic frame, and it is by means of 
Intuition that Hennetism is able to penetrate into the Fourth Dimen
sion of Space or even intv the realms of Space of the «Nth » Di
mension. 

Intuition is the axis, the pivot, the centre, around which revolve 
Reason, Meditation, and Experience, which together go to constitutg 
a real fact, conceived in thought or as number (order, or classification), 
susceptible of being employed in mathematical (and orderly) pro
cesses. It is by means of Intuition that a fact ma.y be perceived in a 
d{rect and immediate manner. Thus is it a process which is at the same 
time subtle and naive, which enables the ab~ofute to be understood 
in the relative, and which establishes the, relationship between the 
subject and the object. It is for this reason that, in certain aspects, it 
is not always well adapted to demonstiation to minds accustomed to 
think and to reason exclusi~ely in the classical m0de. This method 
requires a certain liberty of spirit and a boldness of intellectual grasp 
only to be acquired by a culture and initiation of a special character, 
able to throw off all intellectual prejudices and scholastic antinomies. 

This Method, both speculative and intuitive, has permitted the 
establishment of the Metaphysics of Number. This is the rhythm · 
which has its origin in the Eternal One, itself Changeless yet Ever
Changing and from Wh>:>m movement in Unity gives birth to Mul
taneity, since the One is the point where Fin~ty and Infinity converge. 
Contraries fuse in a harmony which is the Harmony of the Cosmos, 
and attain that Equilibrium which is the Beautiful and the True. 

This was the metaphyi;ics to which Pythagoras gave definition .. 
after his studies under the masters and adepts of the Egyptian Instit
utes, and his initiation in the Ancient Mysteries. 

The Schools of Initiaton of old had for their chief goal the instruc
tion of those who showed themselves to be of superior minds (usually 
of the higher class) , with the intention of developing in them not only 
their rational faculties but also their sub-conscious powers. Thus the 
brain, the soul and the spirit were all put under discipline, in such 
wise as to give elasticity and liberty to the intellig~nce and the affec
tive f acuities, -explaining in what wise God was the source of all order 
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and of all love, so that mental speculation of the profoundest character 
and aspirations of the most enthusiastic type might be able to unite in 
a lofty faith and in a stun of knowledge as great as might be achieve.cl . 
at the time. 
· The history of Hermet1sm has been so often treated and repeated 
that there is no need to begin ,it anew. Let it suffice to mention that 
the Egyptian Mysteries, transplanted to Greece, gave birth to the 
Orphic Mysteries among the Ionians, though these latter could also 
claim descent from the Phrygian anr Mitliraic Mysteries. 

Nearly all the great thinkers and the great philosophers, as well 
as the leaders in religious reform, were students of these Schools of 
Initiation. One of the most celebrated of them all was Pythagoras of 
Samas, who was born in 5 79 B. C. He built up a complete religious, 
philosophical and scientific system based upon Numbers, deriving 
therefrom a living mathematics ~f the Cosmos con~eived as the ob
jective manifestation of God, The Pythagorean doctrine was that of 
the Egyptian Initiation, and it would be impossible to conceive any 
other which can so fully satisfy the heart and the mind. The Pytha·· 
gorean School endured for many long centuries, it was still a power 
during the first centuries of the Christian Era and gave birth to the 
A lexandrian philosophy, thereafter to true alchemy and to the Rose· 
C::ross. . 

The bocks and writings attributed to Hermetic philosophy belong 
to very different dates and widely spaced ages. According to Vache
rot, the best critical and historical authority on the Alexandrian school , 
the Divine Pymander and the Sermon on the Mount contain ideas 
and ·expressions unquestionably borrowed from Neo-Platonism and 
which seem to be of later date than Iamblichus, but it is impossible 
to speak with certitude on this point since it must ever be remembered 
that these writings do but reflect a very ancient tradition. This tradition 
is far earlier than the beginnings of the Alexandrian School, it can be 
traced to the 5th or 6th Century B. C. and this was the teaching which 
Pythagoras received. As for Plotinus and the Neo-Platonists in 
general, they borrowed right and left from the Hermetic doctrines, 
modifying them on many points according to the teachings received 
from many different Centres of Initiation, Egyptian or Pythagorean, 
but probably through oral tradition, only. 

St. Clement of Alexandria enumerates 46 Hermetic works of 
· importance which were in existence prior to the Alexandrian school; 

these may have been destroyed in the first destruction of the libr•fY 
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by fire, shortly before the beginning of the Christian Era, and they 
probably contained the complete teaching of the ancient secrets handed 
down by the Egyptian hierarchy. 

The definition we have given of the Method of Hermetism leads 
us to define more exactty what is « Hermetism » itself. We may say 
that : « H ermetism constitutes a general philosophy of N alure, viewed 
from an aspect which is simultaneously religious and rational ». 

As has been said before, Hermetism is therefore the Religion of 
Nature and of Science, and also the Science of Nature and of Reli
@:ion. It is an idealistic positivism. a transcendent imrnanentism, and 
a unitarism in pluralism, for the simple reason t?nat it is the essence of 
d .e contraries which it is able to conciliate. 

In the Cosmos in its entirely it embraces Intelligence, Thought, 
Reason etc. and unites them to the intuitive faculties. These exceed 
the normal faculties of Man, yet, by them, certain 'thinkers may reach 
the threshold of a full comprehension of Nature, or of all that exists 
at any given present moment, through knowledge of the different cha
racters of Space-Time. 

It is important to remember that our present conception of Space, 
volumetric in character, or measured in three dimensions, is begott:en 
by Space in Four or more. Dimensions, and this the reason why our 
apparent world is only the exterior davelopment of an interior world, 
and why our understanding of it increases so intensively the more we 
plunge ourselves into a consideration of its inner structure. 

Having thus given certain definitions of the Method of Hermetism, 
and of Hermetism itself, in the following article we may show some 
of the applications of Hermetism to Numbers, Alchemy, Astrology, 
Cosmology and other branches of philosophical and natural science. 

(To be continued) . 

Satan and Standardisalion 

There is not much doubt that the modern movement to eliminate the 
individual, to kill the soul, to banish the spirit and to reduce a human 
being to a machine, is a definite process of evil. So ably con~ucted is 
this T aylorfsation of humanity that it is difficult to avoid the belief 
that the Spirit of Evil leads the dance. It used to be thought that the 
theatre was the gate to Hell; it has nown become evident that this 
gate ;s the factory. 
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0 
NCE UPON A TIME there was a Kingdom entirely 

4 ~ surrounded by high mountains and bounded by the Four 
~ , Rivers. The mountains were so high that the Sun, in the 

course of his journey through Space, only cast a momen~ 
tary glance at this Kingdom. 

This realm was known to dwellers in other countries as <i: The. 
Land of the Shadow ». 

The inhabitants heard this name, sometimes, but did not unders~ 
tand it. They hardly realised the Shadow, for, since many generations 
back, they had forgotten that above· them, far above them, the sky 
was bh.1e. They had lost the power of raising their glance higher than 
their own level. How could they see the sky, when the mountains 
were so high ? 

The first of the Four Rivers which bounded this land was known 
as the River Mirror; so calm and unbroken was its flow that all the 
sky was reflected in it. When the Sun passed overhead, the River 
Mirror itself glowed like the Sun, and the men of the Land of Shadow 
were glad to have the Sun with them. Yet it was but a mirrored Sun. 

And when the stars came out, living their own marvellous life in 
the firmament of Heaven, and, they, too, were reflected in the River 
Mirror, the men of the Land of Shadow believed that they could 
capture thie wonder of the stars. They named them, placed them in 
constellations and took a real pleasure in seeing them glitter in the 
water. They believed - these poor dwellers in the Land of the 
Shadow - that the starlight came from the water of the river, and 
they made adoration to the River Mirror. 

When a man looked at his reflecti0n upon the' pellucid surfac.e of 
the stream, the river mirrored dazzlingly the Divine Spark which is 
in the heart of every one, and it said to the gazer 

(1) Tramluted from c Cinq Petiu Con.tea >. 
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~ You are beautiful, you are marvellous ! » 
And the men of the Land of Shadow adored ~he River Mirror 

which said to them that they were beauLiful and that they were mar
vellous'. All the dwellers of that. country came to drink at the River 
Mirror, It was their God, for they could no longer see Him who 
dwells in the heavens, beyond the enclosi~g mountains, in light and 
in love. 

The second of the Rivers was the River Strength, because, no 
sooner did one approach its banks, than all the forces of the body 
were revived and strengthened. Sometimes it was the blood which 
flowed more ardently in the veins; sometimes a faint heart which took 
courage: Many of the inhabitants of the Land of the Shadow - the 
men, especially,-'- went to drink at the very source of the river, and 
returned as with new life. 

The third of the Rivers was the River Swift-water or the Winged 
River. so called for the reason that all those who approached it felt 
suddenly that their soul had wings. But not so many vi.sited that 
stream, and fewer still were those who drank of its waters - only 
those who sought the flower of the Ideal. 

Sometimes these adventurers tasted of infinite happiness when their 
wings carried them to lands which one can neYer see from within· the 
confines of the Land of the Shadow. - But what despair to return, 
and to live far from the Light ! 

Those who slept quietly on the banks of the tranquil Riv-er Mirror 
looked at these daring ones with an eye of mockery, and said among 
themselves : 

« It is better to feel one's feet than one's wings. » 
Let us not say that they had reason for this statement, but it is no! 

to be denied that wings are a luring peril to those who have no 
compass. 

The fourth of the Rivers bore four names. It was called the River 
Unknown, for those who slept; the River Profound for those who 
approached its banks in terror; and the River Fecund for those who 
had the courage to drink its waters. · 

Of these latter, there were few. 
From time to time, some man, having seen all that the Land of th~ 

Shadow had to offer him, came to the very edge of those deep w,atel's 
and asked their secret. 
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Thereafter he became dumb, for the strange flood as it rolled. 
onward murmured unceasingly : 

« Keep silence ! Ke·ep silence 1 » 
Thereafter one saw him pacing upon the banks of that strange 

river, grave and silent, his glance forever tinged with sadness. For he 
had come to know so many things ! 

But the others said 
~ He is mad ! ~ · _,._..,.,:, ' 

It happened so that once, in the Land of Shadow, there was born 
a child who seemed to come from a str~nge country. In his eyes, the 
Heavens were mirrored, and in his vo~ce was the freshness of the 
higher air. . . 

Some People looked at him -. but the greater part did not notice 
him at all. 

When he was with Nature, he seemed as a Prince in· his own 
Kingdom. He loved th~ stones, the plants, the beasts and talked 
with them. His soul flew from flower to flower, from the daisy to 
the rose, and returned to him to whisper what the flowers had said. 
The soul went, too, to the sombre pine-tree, or listened to the rippling 
of the brook, and then returned again, gay or grave, according to 
wh~t it had heard. For, in Nature, everything tells the truth. 

One day the child looked at the mountains, his eyes full of home
sickness for the country whence he had come, and asked himself : 

« Oh ! What can thete be on the further side of those moun
tains ? » 

The bell which tolls for the dead heard these 'Words and set itself 
to swing and to toll, slowly, slowly, alwah with the deep and grave 
tone which Jiffs upward and disappears in Infinity. And the soul of 
the strange child flew forth on the wings, of these sounds towards the 
Unknown Country whither go all souls af.ter their death. But it was 
not permitted to remain there, for it had left the still living ' body of 
the child in the Land of the Shadow; so it returned, and sang ·of all 
the marvels in the Land of the Beyond. 

That evening, just after sunset, the strange child went to the ver_y 
edge of the River Pr9found, and, taking some water in the hollow 
of his hand, he drank of it. His soul, frightened and despairing, 
shrank into the further corner of his heart. 

But he spoke calmly : 
« Be not afraid, 0 my Soul; I know, now, what is trul.Y the. Land 
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of the- Shadow and I know where I am. But, 0 my Soul, d·o you not 
see •. on the water, the three Angels wh'.ich constantly give it its Light, 
its Force and its Hope ? Courage, then ! Fly forth to the Land of 
Light. and I will follow I » 

The soul obeyed, and carried the child to the Mysterious Land. 
MarveHous was the voyage ! 

First, he met the souls of those with whom he had lived in the 
Land of Shadow, and who had gone before. Further on, those whom 
he had loved, the sister-souls. Then, flying still further in the World 
of Light, the saints and great ones whom he had admired. 

At last he reached the Kingdom of the Living Sun, where souls 
are nought but Love, and there, in the harmony of souls, he gave 
adoration. 

But, at last, the time came when he must return to the Land of 
the Shadow. 

From that day, he was no longer the same. No longer was he the 
strange child, stranger to other men. Now, he spoke with the souls 
of men even as he used to speak with the flowers. And, since he had 
brought back with him a Soul of Light and a Heart of Love, the 
ground grew lighter where he walked ; and, when he talked to men .• 
their souls illumined and their hearts grew warmer. 

For, sometimes, the Heavens permit that a R ay of Living Sun's
hine shall come to Earth to aid those who live in the Land of the 
Shadow. 

The Dante·r a/ Wireless 

Recent studies of the human body, based upon modern discoveries 
of bio-chemical vibration, indicate that high potency currents, such 
as are used in wireless, are extremely injurious to bodily balance and 
to harmony, creating a hysterical recklessness, and a desire for noise 
and for speed, all of which are but factitious means to raise the norm
al vibration of the nervous system. Save for the use of ships at sea, 
all wireless and radio stations should be dismantled. 

Long life is a matter which lies largely in our own decision. Just as 
we can train ourself to sleep or to waken at a given hour, so. can we 
cause ourselves to die in a certain year. A profound conviction that we 
shall live to a green old age becomes a command which the will trans
mits to the body. 
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V 
ITH MAN 'S .!.\PPEARANCE upon the great cir
cle of spiritual evolution on this Earth, an important 
change came. This was not the direct result of a divine 
and strictly arbitra:ry Creation, nor yet of a purely 

biological evolution, but was rather· the outcome of these two fore.es, 
inevitable by the very conditions of existence. 

Let us suppose a circle of which the arc of the left-hand semi-circle 
is the involutionary arc, and the semi-circle to the right is the evolu
tionary arc, and that a spiritual force impinges upon the circle at the 
top, where the semi-circles or arcs join. It will be 'clear, then, that 
the point opposite, at the south pole, nadir, or lowermost point of the 
circle, will also be of special importance, since not only is it the point 
where the movement changes from the involutionary arc to the evo
lutionary arc, where the form of motion changes from the descent to 
the aswnt, but, at this point, it touches the line of current passing 
directly and diametrically through the circle, from Pole to Pole. 

Still considering this circle, let us suppose that its circumference 
is divided into seven parts. Then, at the lowermost point of the circle, 
half-way through sector Four,. app~ars Man; primitive and sa~age 
Man. It makes ve1:y little difference, for the moment, if this be taken 
biologically as the physical frame of Man rising upward from a lower 
point on the mammalian stem, or in the more occult sense of the point 
where early proto-human scarce-formed Races became Man; what 
is essential is that Man appears on the circle of evolution just at the 
point when the transverse current of the Poles. may reach him, where 
he may receive an infusion of spiritual force, to be added to the vital 
energy constantly pulsating on the. involntionary and evolutionary 
ares. Thus, receiving a new spiritual force, unknown to any creature 
less developed than Man, Man begins to spiritualise matter and to 
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ascend the evolutionary arc, thus advancing toward a conscious deve
lopment of his soul and his spirit. 

To put the matter tersely - in the onward movement of biological 
evolution it comes necessarily that a point arrives where the powers 
of progression become conscious, and this biological and psychological 
moment synchronises with the jointure of the arcs and the downpour
ing of a new spiritual force. Man is at this point; the new current -
spiritual force, revelation, childhood in God, sublimated self-cons-' 
ciousness, call it what you will - a\'\-'akens in him conscious soul. 

It is not our intention to enter into this question any more fully 
for the moment, we have simply given this very brief expose in order 
to be able to make clear what is the Right-Hand and what is ' the 
Left-Hand path. The Right-Hanq Path, then, is that of spiritual 
ascent; the normal movement for a creature possessing a conscious 
soul, .whereas for a creature with a conscious soul to return either to 
bestial conditions, or chaotic sub-normality, is the Left-Hand path. 

Though a digression, it may be useful to consider for a moment 
the position of domestic animals (taking these as the most advanced) 
which are still on the descending arc of spiritual involution, though 
in b.iological ascent. They are approaching the lowermost point, of 
which we have spoken. Since a ray of force is not a solid bar but 
more like a slightly diffused ray of light, it is possible that the more 
advanced types of animals may come within the outer luminosity 
and may receive preparatory stirrings of soul-consciousness, which 
would explain many strange occurrences in animal psychology and 
behavior. For the purposes of this article, however, it is sufficient to 
state that Man receives this spiritual outpouring in the most direct 
manner; that his body and his brain are better adapted than that of any 
other terrestrial creature to make use of this new power; that the sense 
of higher consciousness is clearer in him than in any animal; that 
he understands better the difference between physical, mental and 
spiritual; and that it is his special privilege to realise his opportunifres 
and to develop himself toward the Higher Planes by the .aid of his 
own Free-Will. 

We have no r~ason to believe that any species of animals has c'ver 
developed an organised worship; we have no reason to believe that 
any race of men or any ccuntry inhabited by men has ever been with
out worship. We may go even further and declare that wherever 
Man may be found , there will be found theology and demonology, 
sacred and impure rites, white magic and black. This is the preroga-
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tivc of Man. If - to return to the illustration of the circle for a mo· 
ment - Man is at the turning at the pivot of the qalance, reacdy to 
begin the slow climb of spirituality, then is his power of choice at the 
same time his greatest burden and his proudest reward. 

In our preceding article we ~tated that « The Witch's F amiliar.s :i> 

are the outlaws of Pride, and that « The Incubi » and the « Suc
cubi » are the outlaws of lust. But it is highly important to take no~ 
that neither Pride nor Lust ~ especially when carried to extremes 
- are unconscious states. On the contrary, the former is a mental 
concentration, and the latter is a concentrati<;>ri of emotions in the 
sensual use of the word. Indeed, the Familiars and the Demons of 
Lust are more directly forms of conscious creations than are Thought
Forms or · Artificial Elementals, since, in both the former cases; a 
human will has not been content simply to create a Thought-Form 
and to nourish it with his own vital force but· it has desired, also, that 
this Tkought-F orm become the dehnite place of abode of an evil 
entity, conjured up for this very purpose. 

Let us consider « the Demons of Lust ». Normally and frequently 
- especially in youth - the meeting \vith some person of the oppas· 
ite sex will evoke natural desires, but if these desires act too strongly 
upon a physical body held too tightly under restraint, they may give · 
rise to obsessing thoughts, visions and dreams.· This is quite norm,al 
and natural, and many a saint, even, has suffered thus. 

Tlhe second stage is more dangerous. Herein the enamored person 
-. - of either sex -~ exerts the powers of memory and of imagination 
to br;ng forward more and more vividly the remembrance of the per
$OD loved or to create a mental vision thereof, in order that this again 
may re-excite the sensual desires. This, sometimes, may become ex
cessive, and the Thought-Form may become an obsession, one o.f the 
Black W at.chers. 
' 

The third stage is graver sti11. This arrives when the person caught 
in the clutches of desire, either for some other person or for some 
morbid or monstrous satisfaction, deliberately invokes a true Entity 
of Evil to incorporate itself in the Tho.ught-F orm or Artificial Ele~ 
mental already created, in order thus to build up a Living Shadow of 
the person loved, or a monstrous personification of the obscenity which 
his distqrtcd erotism has provoked. This Living Shadow thus has twa 
sources of life, the demoniacal life of the evil entity in itself, and tht 
parasitic life taken from the Creator of the Thought-Form which it 
inhabits, and, being livins, it can function in lif~. · 

. ··..----, 
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With certain rites - by no means difficult in themselves. but pe
culiarly repugnant to any normal person - it is quite easy thus to 
create an Entity of Lust, and in some cases this may be entirely mat
erialised. In traditional writings and by the Romans the name « In
cubus » was given to a male Thought-F otm inhabited by a demon, 
and which had been invoked by a womari ~ and « Succubus » was a 
female demon-form of this character. The process was well-known 
in Ancient Rome, and the Etruscan witches were commonly called 
upon to aid in the production of such forms. It does not seem necess
ary to pursue this subj·ect further; it will be sufficient to state that 
there are numerous well authenticated cases in which several people 
at a time have seen these Demons of Lust, some of which were gra
ceful forms of a supple and haunting beauty, while others were of a 
vile and clinging horror. 

It may well be asked why these forms were more common in other 
countries than our own, and in times past. The reply is exceedingly 
simple, Since the basis of the «Incubus» or «Succubus» is a Thought
F orm inhabited by a dem,on, it follows that a deep and firm belief in 
the existence of such demons is a prime necessity, for it is impossible 
to concentrate the thought and the will to obtain something in which 
one does not believe. A psychological state, then, is fundamental, 
Moreover, in order to give oneself over to diabolic rites, it is necessary 
not only to believe in the Devil, but also in the power of the rites, 
and, to be able to do so, the maker of black magic must put himself 
into a state which is especially receptive to that which is morbid and 
abnormal. Neither of these lines of belief is common in modern times, 
and since the psychological conditions are no longer present, it is dif
ficult to find, nowadays, any well-authenticated cases of actual per
sonal submission to the Demons of Lust. None the less, in certain 
monographs on teratology there may be found some curious refer
ences, but this goes beyond the limits of our subject. 

It is not quite the same with « The Witch's Familiars ». Instead 
of remaining an echo of the past, of which we have only some more 
or less exact doi;:uments, the « Familiars » brings up a question of 
the most immediate importance. especially for Spiritists and Spiritu~ 
alists. Already the danger has begun to make itself evident. To ana
lyse this problern in all its details would exceed the limits of this art
icle,, but a few words are imperative, especially as this serves to il
lustrate the Left-Hand Path. 

Always and everywhere the basis of sorcery lies in-Imitation. De-
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monolatry, or the worship of demons, is a reversed reflection of the 
worship of the god or God; the Black Mass is the true Mass said in 
mockery or foully paraphrased; an actual human body was substit
uted for the Symbolic Body; it was even required to have a wafer 
con.secrated by the Church in order that it might be desecrated after- · 
wards.The diabolic prayer is often the Lord's Prayer said backwards, 
the Sign of the Cross beginning from below and touching other parts 
of the body and so on; in short, the rites of sorcery are parasitic on 
some true worship, sacred, dignified and powerful, Thus, the greater 
the power of the true rite for good, the greater the power of the evil 
rite for evil. 

Furthermore, Sorcery has always boasted of being « scientific » ; 
it has always declared itself the keeper of the myst·eries of the mat
erial and the sub-material worlds. Here again , the spirit of Imitation 
ruled, and in the same sense th~t the sorcerers imitated the priests, 
the wizards and jugglers tried to imitate the scientists and true magi
cians. As always, the only means whereby the False could live was 
by imitating the True. Having, as well, some knowledge of the laws 
and rites of the Black World of Goetia, sorcerers did arrive at the 
production of phenomena; they could produce their « familiars », 
either by Black Magic or by smattering of science not understood by 
for it is very clearly an evidence of ignorance to prefer the false to 
the real, the glittering to the genuine. . 

Nowadays, prideful people, vain and anxious for riches, develop 
their mediumnistic gifts, fall into trances and welcome the arrival of 
entities of the lower grades, even though base. An uncontrolled trance
state, in an ignorant person or one of doubtful character, is but a door 
of entry for degrading or harmful forces, It is of the utmost importance 
to be able to distinguish the priest from the sorcerer, the scientist from 
the charlatan, and the medium who can attract the higher spirits from 
the one who is possessed by forces which are evil or simply stupid. 

How, then, do such mediums act ? Exactly like the witches or sor
cerers of olden times - by imitating the True. It is much easier to get 
into communication with lower spirits than with higher ones. It is 
quite possible to materialise an entity of the Lower Astral, and al
most impossible to do so with one of the Higher Astral. Spiritualists 
perform a most important servi~e to hum,anity if they exercise a rigid 
control on mediums, preventing stupidity and sham, and developing .. 
the field of human knowledge in this direction along lines which are 

either rigorously scien.tific or sincerdy religious. To «Seek for a sign>, 
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to hunt only for materialisations or other tangible phenomena is mer
ely to give an opportunity to necromancy and to enable the ~orcerer 
to take his place again in the social structure, but under another guise. 

It is possible, moreover, for more primitive types of human beings 
to take the Left-Hand Path at an earlier stage of development. Besti~ 
ality or animality and Cruelty had their devotees, even as Lust and 
Pride. Nothing is easier than to smile indulgently at a « were-wolf :; 
story, and to relegate it to the realm of the fabulous or out-moded. 
But it must not be fqrgotten that the belief is still vigorous and widely 
spread, taking many forms . Instead of the wolf, as in Europe, it is 
found with the polar bear, among the Eskimo; with the tiger, in Bur
inah; with th_e seal, in the Hebrides; and with the wolverine or Indian 
Devil, among the Indians of Canada. A universal b~lief is never 
without foundation. · 

Were-wolf possession , or « lycanthropy » , is only too terribly true. 
Not only has it been determined that there is an identification between 
man and beast, but it has been scientifically proved that a huntsman 
may send a bullet through the leg of an animal in the forest, and, at 
the same moment, in a near-by village, a man or woman will be wound
ed, also in the leg. Until recently this was thought to be a fable, but 
it is now known that a wound in the Astral Body will be felt in
stantaneously by the physical body - irrespective of distance - a 
medical condition known to doctors as « psychic repercussion ». It 
is not to be supposed that the man is transformed into a Wf;llf or a 
tiger, it is far more probable that a man or woman, in psychic near~ 
ness to the animal world, may detach the astral self, which then be
comes the obsessing entity of the beast. In fact, it is known that this 
can be done, experimentally. 

Vampires constitute a still more troubling problem, since there is 
some evidence ·that this horror is beginning to return. In spite of cen; 
sorship, it i" known that both « were-wolves ~ and « vampires » are 
growing (;ommon in Soviet Russia, probably as a reaction against the 
mad political effort to educate human beings to have neither mind, 
heart or soul. The phenomenon is appearing almost exclusively in 
children and adolescents. 

Let us consider in what « vampirism » consists. Like many evil 
things, it is an exaggeration, in this case, an exaggeration of vital 
receptivity. In life, the vampire draws away the vitality of the people 
whom he meets - consciously or unconsciously. If the vampite is 
~trong enough, the sucking out of the vitality 9f another may bring 
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abo~t the early death of the person victimised, husband, wife or child. 
In some cases, the vampire has exhausted the lives of several people, 
to his own benefit. 

When death comes at last, partly by reason of this excess of vitslity 
and partly by the obsession of cruelty which has been engendered, the 
spirit is terribly « earth-bound »; it cannot leave the body. By reason 
of the vitality, moreover, the body putrifies slowly and under horrible 
torments, all of which the spirit must suffer, since, being earth-bound 
it cannot leave the body. To prevent this intolerable agony, the spirit 
of the vampire endeavors to prevent the decay of the body by giving 
it life through the Astral. a~d since the body of the vampire is evil. 
this nourishment must be by evil means, usually by blood. Some vam
pires draw up the breath of sleeping babies and sap their vitality thus, 
so that the babies die; others materialize sufficiently to make a body. 
or a head, or sometimes even a mouth without a head, needle-sharp 
teeth and sucking lips, alone, for drawing the blood of their victims. 
There are other forms, of which we need not speak. 

In earlier ag_es, all .this was known and believed, but somewhat 
blindly. In the last two centuries of materialism and sceptism. all was 
disbelieve.cl . But careful modern study shows that the phenomena were 
real, though the causes were not understood. Vampires and were
wolves, then, belong to abnor~al psychic states, frequently epidemic 
in character and belonging to collective pathological psychology, 
wherein those who have taken the Left-Hand Path ai:e more to be 
pitied than their victims. 

In our next article, we shall deal with the Projections of the Astral 
Body, the Invisible Beings which dwell within us, and the strange 
discoveries which have been made in modern times concerning the 
different bodies of Man. In the concluding article of the series we 
shall take up the problems of the discarnate, and the conscientious 
work which is being done by the present generation to give a clear 
understanding of the Mystery of that Change which is called Death, 
and to .provide definite evidence of Survival and the Life Beyond. 

(To be continued) 

The S\:ml of man, in the body, is but as a light in a lantern, shining 
but dimly, and that according to the transparency or coloring. of the 
glass. 
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Uo1ahlt filooks 

Primitive Man 

(Volume I of " A Rl•to1·y of J!:xpet>hnental Sph•ltuall•m) 

CAESAR DE VESME 

(R Id•••· Rud. Cn. J,ondon -- t010) 

1!ir HERE IS A PECULIAR SATISFACTION m 
reading a first-class French author writing scientifically 
about magic and the super-normal. One may be sure that 
it wi ll really be scientific in the best sense of the word -

that is logical, reasoned and in concordance with the facts, and that 
it will also be « spiritualistic » in the best sense of the word - that 
is in admitting spirit and its coordinated activities without intrusion 
of this or that religious creed. It is unquestionably true that, thanks 
to a somewhat superficial folk-lore characteristic of the Nineteenth 
Century - by long odds the most superficial century of the Chris
tian Era - a belief has been prevalent that religion was an outgrowth 
of Primitive Man's misinterpretation of natural phenomena. This 
belief was easy - and cheap ! Monsieur de Vesme demonstrates 
that the origin of religions is to be found in true « supernormal » 
facts, whose origin has not yet entirely been made clear, and that the 
study of these facts is of primal importance in all sociological inves
tigation. The book is most emphatically an important contribution to 
modern knowledge, and English-speaking readers owe a debt of 
gratitude to Mr S. de Brath, the translator. 

M.yths and Legends of Flowers, Trees, Fruits and Plants 

CHARLES M . SKINNER 

.J. JJ, l,lt•PI ucot' Co, Atlelphl. l.oudon - J.aie 

Delightful in every way is this book, to be read by everyone 
who loves the People of Nature, and by all who find pleasure in 
allegory, legend and fairy tale. There is a mass of valuable inform·-
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ation-fo the book and it is presented in readable form and with a 
fluid and fluent style. There is sca~~e a tree, .. plant or flower which 
~as not its legend here, culled from all corners of the Earth, and 
these will be of high delight to every garden-lover, or friend of the 
woods. But, alas ! . Its value for easy reference is seriously crippled 
by lack of an Index containing all the vulgar and true names of the 
flowers and Trees, to ·be remedied, surely, in a second Edition. 

Tal~s with St:>irit Friends,. Bench and Bar 

.John Ml. ' '' nC.lo.111,.., Lnndou • 71ff 

More and more do important books come out, showing communic
ati~ns with the discarna'te, and these of sterling worth. This volume 
is a record of sittings in which over 200 discamates manifested: of 
whom 87 were lawyers, while the greater part of the remainder were 
either public officials or Army and Navy officiers. Many of the com
munications are of deep interest ; Lord Brampton, Mr. Justice Ken
nedy, Lord St. Helier, Mr. Justice Bray, Dr. Blake Odgers, K. C., 
and other very well known legal figures in England have dictated -
from Lhe Other \Y./ orld - forewords to this series of sittings, stating 
what were the conditions that they passed through in the process of 
death, and what kind of a world it is in which they now find them
selves. The book is evidential in the fullest sense of the word, and 
the evidence, being prepared by lawy ers who know what constitutes 
legal evidence,, is peculiarly clear and convincing. 

]imgrim - The Hundred Days 

T A LBOT MUNDY 

'l'hc Ceu t .u 1·y Co. ~.., ... ,.. Ycu·I• - Uol.h u·"' Jt.oo a ud Dolln.1•,. :.l.S O 

In these two books of Talbot Mundy' s, the occult element is not 
a' strongly marked as in « Om » and « Black Light »,but they are 
fuily as adventurous an.cl of really thrilling interest. The word « thril
ling » is here used with precision - the books thrill. The work of 
J imgrim in leading a lone hand against the Occult but Evil Master 
of the World holds a dramatic interest to the very last pag·e. J imgrim, 
liirnseU, passes from the scene in a blaze of gloi·y , but there is a tempt
ing suggestion th~t R amsden can get the clue to the Buried Cities in 
lhe Gobi, and we - personally - hope that Chullunder Chose wil} 
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help hint in the quest. Of course, if you don't read the books, you 
won't know anything about it. In which case, Dear Reader, so much 
the worse for you ! 

Lemuria 

WISHAR S. CERVE 

Rosle1•11chu1 P1•e..i•. l!ln~• .lo .. c. (.'"I • UoJIAI'!!' ll.l">O 

The subjects-of Lemuria and Atlantis, (of which continents the real . 
. ipeanings are not yet ready to be given to the world) , will ever h{)ld 
the charm· of mystery, and any book along these lines is sure to claim 
attention. This work is clearly for the general reader and not designed 
for the student or the scholar, very many matters which are still under 
dispute are stated as confirmed facts, and the careful reader will use 
his own judgment on them. Yet, if the book increases popular inter~sl 
in early « Races », and leads to a more profound study, it will have 
served its purpose. 

In Defence of Magic 

CATHARINE COOK SMITH 

R.hle1• uud Co, J. 01ulou - :11-

Let us not higgle about nam~s ! The deeper side of magic is not 
touched on in this book, which is, in brief, a plea for the recognition 
of symbolism and ritual in modern education. But 'there is really orig
inal thought therein, the material has been worked over with judgment 
and even with sensitive perception. It is astonishingly scattered, and 
is nowise wrought into a complete whole, but passages, ·here and there 
are illuminative. The author should use the10e as notes for the prep
aration of a larger and more carefully thought out book in the subject, 
suggesting usable rituals, their applications to modern conditions, and 
their psychological value in the sensitising of the present rather dull
minded generation. There is a real piece of work to be done, here. 

The whole teaching of what will happen to you personally, in the 
Life After Death can be summed up in six short words : You Will 
Go Where You Belong. 
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(Fut• )H'<itl-41<, tlon .. pt'lo1• •·o thl• date, ,,.ee the Octobe1• 

l~i;.ue ol 'l'Hti1 ilEBU 

ENERAL FEA TURE.S OF THE LUNATION~ -
For the world at large, this lunation is surprisingly favour 
able.Writing this in Oct., with three countries in the throes 
of forced elections, with war brewing in the Orient, and with 

a widespread unemployment problem rendered all the more bitter by 
unscrupulous demagogues, it is nothing less than amazing to see this 
peaceful and progressive position in the heaven. The conclusion which 
roust be drawn is that the threatening conditions of the Oct-0ber luna
tion, and the riotous outbreaks of the November lunation will simmer 
down. This suggests that the World Financial crisis will have reached 
bottom, and that without anything very sensational, December will 
see a restoration of confidence. We desire to emphasize this, for it 
is a striking example of astrological forecast which is in direct 
opposition to the general forebodings for the coming winter. There 
is not a single affliction of any kind to the lunation. It is true that 
the New Moon falls within a degree of the second magnitude st'!.r 
Sabik, in the constellation of Ophiucus, but, while this star has none 
too good an influence, and frequently falls at . a time when the 
difficulties are great, it has the character of giving moral courage. If, 
for example, its influence should act in such wise as to favorise 
simplicity of living, the elimination of useless luxuries and imitations 
in commerce, then the conjunction with Sabik must be accounted for 
good. Both for Western Europe and for the United States the 
outlook is peaceful with a definite movement on the part of European 
nations to establish friendliness, and a recovery of the slightly shaken 
financial prestige of the United States. 
· England. ~ Tihe most striking feature, here, seems to be the 

rallying of the working classes, and the success of the government 
pl~n for the relief of the unemployed and the distressed. The winter 
will fall more rudely on the professional classes. The extremell 
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powerful trine of the lunation to Uranus in Aries in the House of 
Finance cannot well be judged otherwise. 

F ranee. - Not less striking is the favourable trine of the lunation 
to Jupiter in the third decanate of Leo in the House of Foreign 
Affairs. This might have been expected earlier, especially as the visits 
of the French premier to Germany and to America occun:ed in th~ 
October lunation. This trine will indicat~ a treaty or a final agreement 
which will establish a temporary settlement of international conditions. 

Spain. - This lunation is emphatically favourable to_ Spain, 
falling in Sagittarius and close to one of the typically Spanish degrees. · 
There is likely to be .some change, for the situation is not yet stable, 
and there may be some serious currency problem - such as a bi
metallic standard - but the movement is for the better. The month 
is adverse to the royalist party. 

Italy. - International relations will also occupy the attention 
of this country, and the religious question may be renewed. There is 
a menace of an accident in a tunnel, such as a cave-in, or a s·eriou.s 
avalanche disaster. 

Denmark. - There is menace of affliction to the royal family+ 
sickness or death : The event is indicated as sudden and may be due 
to accident. 

Germany. - Financial scandal of international character is pro
bable, and this seems to be connected with spy system and propa-
· ganda; financed by an industrial party, not by the government. 

Eastern Europe. - Renewed friction between Roumania and the 
nations on the frontier. Eff,ort to awaken a Balkan · conflict and to 
set the blame on Roumania. 

Afghanistan. - Raids on the Indian frontier, necessitating a 
punitive expedition. 

India. -... Continued dissatisfaction with the result of the Roun:.d 
Table conf~rence. Rise of a new Nationalist ·leader. 

French Inda-China. - Rebellious spirit incited by C~inese agita
tors and mask.ed under a religious guise. Imprisonment of the leaders. 

Australia. - Severe drought, with renewal of financial difficulties 
due to inflation. Action leading to breaking contact with the British 
Empire. 

United Stales. - Rather sudden restoration of conlidence. Sett
lement of Oriental troubles. Boom on the Pacific Coast. Establish
ment of f;lvourable relations with South America and noted impro
vement in Latin-American commerce. Death of a noted politici~n 
under suspicious circumstances. 
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in t~e ®racular 9dence~ 
Astrolog·)' 

Cldrolog)' 

Hern1elic Nunierology IX 

The Number Nine. - As Seven 'was the « Sacred Number » in 
manifested things, so Nine was the « Sacred Number » in spiritual 
things. It is essentially the .Number of Initiation, and completes the 
Three Trinities. The Rose-Cross knows well the Mystery of Nine, 
and the three-rang~d Rose is in multiples of 3, 6 and 9. As Dante 
shows, there is an inferna l as well as a celestial initiation and there 
are 9 Circles of Dis and 9 Rings of Light Curtiss most admirably 
points out the 9 which is formed in Greek mythological allegory by 
the 3 Graces, the 3 Furies, and the 3 Fates. This is the number of 
Solitude, o{ Sifence, of Suffering and of 'Inner Victory, for it was 
at the 9th Hour that the Sublime Agony of the Crucifixion ended 
in the Glory of the Perfect Sacrifice Attained. It is the end of the 
cyde of inner development, and prepares for service, even as the 
child is 9 months in the womb of the mother and ·so prepares for 
life. Pages could be written to show the importance of 9 in all 
symbolism and in all the Initiate Mysteries. 

The Occult Geometry of Nine. - There are several presenta
tions. Two triangles, apex to apex, forming a figure like an hour
glass, with a third triangle above, apex upwards gives a figure ' 
susceptible of being interpreted with much detail. But a lesser known 
figure (rom the Phrygian Mysteries) was in the form of a « W » 
crossed by a line at top and bottom. This could be interpreted in two 
ways, either as the central triangle receiving inspiration which thence 
passed to the two polarities, male and female; or the forces of the 
two polarities uniting and thus being able to send a mutual aspiration 
upward. The Octagon, which holds perfect manifestation in two 
worlds, reaches spiritual control when all is directed from a point 
in the centre, thus forcing a Point and Eight Radii, Nine in all. 

Symbolic Concordances of the Number Nine. - It is next to 
impossible to enumerate all these . Note that the sum of all the digits , 
1 phis 2 plus 3 and so on, ~~kes 45 or 9 . If any number whats"Oever 

,. 
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be divided by 9 and there is no remainder, it will be found that the 
number itself counts to 9, if there is a remainder, the digits of the sum 
and the remainder will agree. Every multiple of 9 remains 9. The 
mathematical relation of the spiral is 9. And if anyone cares to mul" 
tiply the number 12345679 by 9 and the multiples of 9 ( 18, 2 7, 
.36. etc) the result may surprise him. He will understand why 8 was 
eliminated and noting that there are 8 numbers employed, he may · 
multiply these to 64 to return t~ 10 and 1 . 

Kabbalistically, the number 9 is related to the HERMIT, or the 
VE.ILED LAMP~ the definite Arcana of Initiation, and which 
carries the special meaning of enabling Man to aid in the Divine 
Work. It indicates the reception of Truth, and also the need to bear 
light to others, r,,membering always that disclosure must be made 
with reserve. 

Alphabetically, the number 9 corresponds with the 9th letter of 
the Hebrew alphabet, known as « T eth ». It has the hieroglyphic 
meaning of « roof » or Divine Protection, and in Chinese ideogram 
it indicates the soul or « the bird which sings within us »· 

Astrologically, the number 9 is in relationship with the 9th Sign 
of the zodiac, Sagittarius, the sign of the prophet and the Mage, 
often the religious teacher, and is. ruled · by Jupiter. In Esoteric 
Astrology, the relationship is to the sign Leo and the Sun, and, in 
all esoterisrn, the Swn is the distributor of divine energy. 

,Masonically (Dequer) the number 9 represents the « Select 
Master Degree » , and has reference to the 9th. a·rch of the Secret 
vault of Solomon's Temple, and the Three Three-Sided Tables. Its 
Masonic inner symbolism is that of Purification, quite in keeping with 
the old Hermetic teaching. 

The Number Nine in Human Physiology. - This is peculiarly 
applicahle to the utilisation of energy in the body. Sagittarius rules 
the thighs, and Leo the heart. It shows in many ways the relation 
of the body to the nerves and it is always of the greatest importance 
in nervous ailments. It is the higher fire , as both the zodiacal signs 
involved and. the interpretation of Arcana with its Veiled Lamp go 
to show. 

The colour associated with the Number Nine· is the deeper over
tone of rich blue; the musical tone in the scale is Sol, (G Natural in· 
the scale-of C Natural) and the Dominant in Harmony. 

(to be continued) 
THE DIRECTOR OF JHE l~STITUTE. 
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FREE BOOK TELLS STORY 
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Tl1c C:OS-:vI IC DAWN ll>iagazine. 

YlTALLY INTERES'l'INO, IJ\'
STRUCTIVE, ILLUJ\JIN ATINCJ. 

<JPF:NS A NEW IIEAVEN AND A 
NEW K~RTH TO 'IOU. 

l'f,ACJ<:S YOU EN RAPPORT WLTH 
THE WORLD OF MIND 

Al\TD POWER 
[<;very one l1as a natural vocation, but 
uni i i ii<' lcnl'lls l1tJW Lo use tl1e fnT'<'e 
nf being construclively, he cannot 
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:111 l iuf cllcctur.l life. 

Send 25 <'ents for a sample copy of 
'Ihe Coei~1ic D2-wn. Learn to rnn the 
i1t1·isihlc 111a<·lii11ery l1chiml nppcal'-
r;ilt('CS. 

TJIE COSMIC DAWN 

PUBLISHING COMP ANY 
Adclrn~s : Our Brotherhood, 

233, South Broadway, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

MEDICAL TALK 
for the HOJJIE 

Tl1e oflkial l)rgan of t!Je ifature Cure 
Lu.,;iiLu f c, TIJ ultra. It would save you 
hca1'y clorlor bills and pul you on 
Natnre's Royal Road lo IIealtL, 
Snt:tcss and Happiness. 

Annual Subscription, 8h. 6/ 
Specimcu Copy sen I free. 

}' l.mIC.A.L TALK Pnblishiug Co., 
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Review of Philosophy and 
Religion 
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Managing Editor 
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BROTHERHOOD OF 
THE HOLY 

PENTAGRAM 
Box 341 

L)LATTSBUIW, N. Y., U.S. A. 

We are prepared to unclnrtake for 

you work in Nmuerology and Astro

logy. Horoscopes, Talismans ar.d all 

readings caref.ully and persrnally 

prepared. Plea:Je write us for further 

information. 

The Inner Light 
A Symposium of Current 'Thought 

on Science, Philosophy and Religion 

EDITOR 

D. U. Cochrane 
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Advice on any subject 
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MAUD A. DEVINE, D.A. 
JJ5, Ifo11ry A1·euue, 
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STATISTICAL METHDns IN ASTl\DLDG y 
Tl.Je advance of material science has largely been made possible through 

the prop or combination of figures wi Lh c1Lrefully obsen-ed facts. 
This same method is equally applicable to the various problems of astro

logy, and when properly applied lakes !he auswer to debaLable subjects from 
I lie rea lm of surmise into the domain of prO\'ed certainty. 

\Ve arc anxious Lo <1ppri se aH ;u;trolog'ieal students of thi s rnctl1ocl, t.o tl.Je 
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THE BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT. Dept. B. Box 1525 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. U.S.A. 
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mcut. Ignorinu- them duos not s:we you from the menace of obsession. lguor
!lnce concerning these vital phenomena has been the ~au c of some of the 
greatest trag·edies of ltistory. 

Learn Lhe truth about your boly, tbe brain and mind, the nenous system, 
tlic laws of life an cl clentli. Why is one a gc•11ius and anot:h('I' a moron 7 Why 
:ire some iuen bru1es 11nd others superbly spiritual ¥ Learn how to develop 
the best that is in you ! 

THE ;•IASTER KEY TO PSYCHIC UNFOLDMENT 
by Delta Sarnadhi 

tea(~h es the ·e dtal truths. No more instrnctiYe book has ernr l.Jeen written on 
H1is subject. Tt wilt answer your questions and solve you r psychic proLiems. 
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Beautiful leatherette cover, 1.00 clot; cloLb, 1.50 clol.- Lhese prices for a 
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CROSSLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY 
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MAGAZINE 
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Edited by 
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Know Your Own Future 
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A COURSE or 24 LESSONS BASED ON THE TEACHINGS or THE 
BRAGAVAD GITA 

Practical Instructions in Occultism (Yoga) 
1. The Preliminuy of Slmtting Off 13. The Equilibrium of Life-Death. 

from the Sense-World. 14. Into Life Sacrifice Death. 
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4. On the Purpose of Life. e en - 0

1 >. 
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JO. Inhibition of 'l'hought by Silence. the Heart. 
11. The Sound That Resounds 21. Using the Breath Rhythm. 

Through the Soul. 22. Eliminating Worry. 
12. What You Have to Do While 23. Raja Yoga. 

CultivatinP' the Silence. 24. Do What Thou Wilt. 
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Articles on 
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8TEAHE UNO Ml!NecM 
die J\foDalssch Lift for A strologi.e a ls Wissenschaft und W eltanschauung unter 
Leitnng von H. l'rhr. v. K.loockler vennittelt mit wissenschaftlicher Sach
licbkeit, a·be1· zugleich in allgemein verstrencllicher, inl;eressanter und fesselnder 
Weise alles, was fi.lr Beginn nncl Fort.fiibrung des astrologischen Studiums 
erforderlich ist. Forschung, Kritik uncl Praxis finclen in den Originalarbeiten 
erster .A.utoreu gleiche BerLicksichtigung. Die engen uncl wicbtigen Beziebungen 
der .A.strologie zu Psycbologie, M edizin, Higiene, Lebenskunst, Pmdagogik;' 
Philosoph ie, Kulturgescbich te sinc1 G egenstand zahlreicher V ero:ffentlichungen 
anerkannter astrologischer Forscher, die die Ergebnisse ihrer langjrehrigtln 
Erfahrungen dem Leser i.ibermitteln. 

Vcrlangen Sie ko>1\enlo.cie Probenummer vom 

ASTRA-VERLAG, LEIPZIG, Gellertstr. 7 

THE PSYCHIC WEEKLY 
Notice is hereby given of the forthcoming publication of a new ancl important 
weekly, giving special attention to Spiritnalistic and Psychic snhjects. A very 
larg·e initial circulation is already assured. 

For subscriptions and advertising space address : 

FI. :N". 130L...TC>:N" 
The National Psychic Press Ltd. 

11 Duke St. Adelphi, London 

FRATERNITY OF THE INNER LIGHT 
Warden : DION FORTUNE 

The Fraternity of the Inner Light is a Society whose purpose it is 
to pursue the study of Mysticism and Esoteric Science and to develop 
their practice. Its ideals are Christian and its methods are Western. It 
maintains a Lecture Centre and Library in London, and a hostel at 
the Chalice Orchard Club, Glastonbury, open from Whitsuntide till 
Michaelmas. No fixed charge is made for admission to the lecture and 
study groups, all contributions towards expenses being voluntary, in 
accordance with esoteric tradition. 

The C ommunilJJ House, 3, Queensborough Terr ace, Bayswater. 

London W. 2. England Syllabus on application. 

«THE INNER LIGHT» Edited by Dion Fortune. A monthly 
magazine devoted to Esoteric Christianity, Occult Science, and the 
Psychology of Super-consciousness. Price 6d. Post free, 6/6 per 
annum. Specimen copy sent free. 



ZENTRAL BLATT 
FUR ASTROLOGISCHE FORSCHUNG 

ZEN9IT 
Organ der Aslrologischen Zentralstelle 

HERAUSCEBER UND SCHRJFTLEITER 
DR. H. KORSCH 

DUSSELDORF, KEPLERSTR'. 11. 
BEZUGPREIS : JAEHRLICH Mrk. 12.

Jahrgang 1930 - 10 Mrk. 

Neue Sternblatter 
Zei Lsc lll'if't fiir As trologie 

und rnnvan<lte GelJiete. 
Herausgeber : Reinhold Eberlin. 
Bezugspreis : Mark 8,- jahrlich. 

Probcheft ko teulos. 
In jc1lcm Heft Eiufiihrungsnrtikel in 
rlie ue11,;te und wohl auclJ treffsi
eher~ te astrologische Fon:chungs-
111etl10de von Alfred "'Witte (Harnbur
gct· Schule). 

Bezng clnt'Ch 
Ebertin-Verlag, ErfUl't, 

Halleschestr. 1. 

ASTl\DLDGISCHE 
l\UNnSCHAU 

ZPitscli rift fiir asl rologische 

For.chung 

Orgau rlet· J\slrologischen l{esellsi·haft 

in Den tsch lnu,l 

Address : 

Tbeo ·ophi•:r-li en Verl:1g· !Jaus, Leipzig. 

Annual subscription : Mark 12. 

"Asgard, Wege zom Licht'' 
Ziel : Neu~ern1ani ch-religicher Aufbau auf cler Gnmdlage dcr Astrologi.e, 

nnler lferanz1cl11111g dcr oklrnlten Tal ~at·l1ru. Gnle ,\•li turheiter, bcsfe ]'1·esse
1 

·1·cts hochaktuell. 

llerausgebel" : Dr. Georg lleimich Lomer, Haunovel", Sallstrasse 88, Post
Scheck-Konto J 3182. 

Einzelheft Rrn. O,G5. Ilalbjal1rshezng Rm. 4. 
Sonnenve1·lag (Dr. Lomer) 

Hannover, Sallstr. 88. 

DIE ASTROLOGIE. 
.\fonats~ .. hri[t fiir thL'oreti><che 1111d •111gell'Ull•lte \strnlug-ie 

ersc·heint jetz( in1 XI 11. .Jaltrg«111g· 

hemu ·geg-rlw11 1rnl er f.lit11·irk11ng tler crslP11 ..lt1LL1rifnfrn n11f' clirsMm Ciehicte 
YOtl ~Yilhelm 'RN:kC'r. 
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.Speziah·ersandhau:; l'i.i r ni>lrnlogi:;ehe Lit ernt tu· 1111<1 ~urnl'lic:l1e l:1pheme1·id

e11. Yerlangeu 8ie l'ru:::pl'ktC'. ,\strulLigisch et YNlag- \\'i lbelm DeCk:er, 
Berlin-Steglitz, Schloss-Strasse 69 



HORO-SCOPES 
TRIPLE SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE 

The most complete and thorough horoscopic 

work done by any lns tltut." 

$ 10. . . . . . . . Condensed Scientificr ....... £ 2 
$ 20. . . . . . . . Detailed Scientific.. . . . . . . . . £ 4 
$ 50 ........ All Systems .............. £ 10 

THE WORLD'S BEGT - EVERY LINE PERSONAL 

The Triple System ' Horoscope (Fifty Dollars or Ten Pounds ) of the In
stitut Asti·ologique de Carth age, with ove r 75 pages bf strict ly origin al typ e~ 
written p ersonal in terpreta tion, 8 chart's, complete S cientific, Fixed Star, 
Kabbalistic a nd Selenolog:ical (Arabic) systems, with progressions on all sys
t 1'ms for tbe curren t year, done on de luxe paper, with parchment personal 
talisman f rontispiece, very handsomely bound in book form, quarto, is the 
highest peak of astrological work: at tbe present da y. Emry owner of a small 
horoscope should have his cha rt con t ro ll ed by expe rts a nd the interpre tation 
amplifi er]; every student of astrology s hould seize tbis opportunity to see the 
different con oborati ve systems of astrology applied to his own cha1t. This 
intensirn work is not done in any other as lrological inst itute in the world. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 

For seriou s s tud ents and in tending professionals of high rank 

A '3TROLOGY (Exoteric and Esoteric). . ...... . 70 lessons $ 50 or £ 10 
ORACULAR SCIENCES (Kabbalism, etc)..... 72 leEsons $50 or £ 10 

A ll Students' ·work Co rrected, and Special Training Girnn. 

GRAPHOLOGY 

H igh ly special work clone by Prof. Beure t St. Brice a member of tl;e Institut 
Grapbologiq ue cle Fra nrn; eith er high-grade graphol ogica l portrai ts, or a 
cou 1 se in Graphology ca n be arr anged by request. Port1;:i i ts $ 5 or £ 1 ; Course 
Comple '. e ~ 25 or £5. 

·w ork i.11 E ngli s h or French. 

TALISMANS 

Prepared upon virg-in parchment (the actual skin), and on the day and 
\i 1nr 1•rop 11 11111 s tn tile cowrn lt:111t (for wlii r> h tliP. nec·essary ast rol•>!!i•·:tl .. a;·. 
culaticn rnust be macle), Kobbalistic talismans will be maLle on requ est. Eill1er 
Zodiaca l or l:' lane'.ary, $ 5 or £ 1. 

,\ ~ 1 l1e.>e tali ,. rnans n111st lie p!·eparcd specially for e,·e ry applil·::nl, pl a~" 
c·1d date uf l11rtl1 111<1111· if µussiule) and sex uf consult:rnl must I.Jc gl\·eu. 

~~ .............................. -~---

---~···------

C'l1eqnes (on a ny Lank) or lnlernalional Money Orders to 

Dr. FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER 
'Dir.::ctor : lnstltut Astrologique de Carthage 

Di r-e;ctor: International Astrological Archlve8 Ass'n 

CARTH AGE - :r. UNISIE - N. AFRYCA 

.mp. V. HAU . .\BOU et C. - 13, Rue de Souk- .\hrn8 · TU~/IS 
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ASTROLOGIGAL TEACHING 
Fvr ~c riu11 ,.; ~ I 11tlrnts ;111d i11l cnding pruft.~s in 11: tl.'< uC l1i g li r::tnk. 

\omplete orre$pond cnrn Conrsc (70 L c<sons) i.10 or £J O. 

All st n fonts ' 1rnrk f'Ol'l'l' ·tct1 n11<1 spec·i:l] IT:ti11 ing girnn. J\d

n111r-1·d \\'Ork r11 1· ih O~l' \\'Ito nre c-0 1npelcut. 
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